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I. Introduction 
 
 The Karak Plateau lies at the foot of the Dead Sea in central Jordan.  It has been 
occupied continuously from the Paleolithic and has been the sit of several cultures 
including the Moabite, Nabataean, Roman and Byzantine.  It is thus uniquely suited to 
the investigation of land use and resource exploitation over time. During the Roman 
period, the plateau was densely populated by a variety of settlements among them small 
farms, large agriculture villages and military posts as well as nomadic pastoralists; thus 
the use of land and resources in the plateau encompassed great variability (Green 2002: 
48).   
This study examines a corpus of Nabataean and Roman pottery collected by the Karak 
Resources Project during its 1995-2001 surveys of the Karak Plateau, in order to study 
distribution patterns of pottery in the Nabataean and Roman periods. The Karak 
Resources Project is an expansion of the original survey performed on the plateau by J. 
Maxwell Miller and Jack M. Pinkerton from 1978 to 1983 (Miller 1991); its purpose is to 
investigate how the inhabitants of the plateau utilized its natural resources and exploited 
the access to trade its central location allowed (Mattingly 1996: 349).  The purpose of this 
study is threefold- first, to determine whether survey pottery can be used to identify 
assemblages which are linked to each site’s specific function (such as agricultural and 
military sites) second, to determine whether pottery of comparable quality and similar 
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form was consumed across sites of differing function, and third, to establish the extent 
of distribution of Nabataean pottery in the Karak Plateau. 
Macroscopic analysis was performed upon the pottery in order to discern the type 
vessel as well as any use wear that may be evident such as wear on the rims of cups from 
drinking, scraping on the inside of bowls and pots from eating or cooking utensils or 
scorching on the exterior of cooking pots. The microscopic analysis of the pottery was 
performed by the late Dr. Otto Kopp and Mr. Robert Reynolds of the department of Earth 
and Planetary Sciences at the University of Tennessee.  Dr. Kopp and Mr. Reynolds 
conducted thin section analysis on a sample of pottery from the study collection, in 
addition to trace element analysis using x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, to determine the 
petrographic and chemical composition of clays used in the production of the pottery.  
The Region 
The Karak Plateau is part of a narrow strip of cultivable land bounded on the west 
by the Dead Sea and on the east by the Syrian desert.   Circumscribed to the north by the 
Wadi el-Mujib and to the south by the Wadi el-Hasa, the Karak Plateau comprises 
approximately 875 sq. km of slightly rolling terrain with an average elevation of 1100 m.  
The climate of the plateau tends toward mild, wet winters and hot dry summers with an 
average annual precipitation of 344 mm, though there is evidence for slightly cooler and 
wetter conditions during the Roman period (MacDonald, 2001).  Infrequent flash floods 
can occur during the winter as the result of rainfall from large thunderstorms being 
channeled through the many narrow wadis into the Wadi el-Mujib, Wadi el-Hasa and the 
Wadi el-Karak which bisect the plateau. 
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 Due to the tectonic nature of the plateau, as well as erosion along the Dead Sea 
escarpment and the many wadis, the plateau exhibits a wide cross-section of geological 
formations.  Volcanic basalt flows can be found in the northeastern portions of the 
plateau.  Additionally, marine deposits from the Cretaceous to Eocene and Lower 
Cretaceous to Jurassic periods are frequently exposed along the surface of the plateau and 
the Dead Sea escarpment.  The major rock types found in these marine deposits consist of 
various limestone formations including chalk, chert and marls (Miller 1991: 1-3, Green 
2002: 23-24).   
The soils of the Karak Plateau are sparse, but rich in nutrients.  Mattingly (1983) 
originally believed soil formation on the plateau predominantly occurred through the 
weathering of limestone formations in addition to volcanic deposits during periods of 
seismic activity.  More recently, Miller (1991) and Foss (1998) suggest that displaced 
loess may have contributed considerably to the plateau’s soil.  More importantly for 
matters of settlement and subsistence it has been estimated that only 30% of the plateau is 
truly good agricultural land (Foss 1998).  This would seem to indicate that the bulk of 
inhabitants of the plateau during the Roman period were engaged in additional 
subsistence activities such as trade or pastoralism.
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II. Historical Overview 
 
Any discussion of the historical Karak Plateau must include a discussion of the 
Nabataeans. At the height of its power, the Nabataean Kingdom stretched north from 
Leuke Kome on the Red Sea to Philippopolis in modern Syria; its greatest expanse from 
west to east stretched from Suez to Jauf on the modern border between Jordan and Iraq.  
The position of the Karak Plateau in this kingdom is uncertain.  Although the Nabataeans 
laid claim to a wide swath of territory, much of the land was either barren rocky plateaus 
or arid desert; the population of the kingdom was concentrated mainly in a few cities 
such as Petra, Bostra and Aila (modern Aqaba) linked by the all important trade routes 
that sustained the Nabataean economy.  In fact, in the most northern extent of the 
kingdom, the Nabataeans claimed only a area of land, approximately 145 km wide, 
bounded by the King’s Highway on the west and the Desert Highway on the east 
(Dolinka 2003: 2).  The Nabataean’s made no attempt to claim territory along the 
Mediterranean coast north of Rhinocorura, instead confining themselves to a strip of land 
approximately 145 km wide bounded on the west by the King’s Highway and on the east 
by the Desert Highway.  Clearly, the Nabataean’s were more concerned with, and derived 
their wealth from, the inland trade in spices and aromatics than they were in the 
importation or exportation of goods via the Mediterranean Sea. 
The Nabataean economy was based primarily on the trade of aromatics such as 
frankincense and myrrh, as well as exotic spices, which they procured from the Far East 
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and sold in the Mediterranean for profit (Diodoros Siculus 19.94.4-6, Strabo: Geog. 
16.4.22-23).  In order to best utilize their arid lands, the Nabataeans became masters of 
water procurement and management.  They dug large rock-cut cisterns and wells 
throughout their territories, which increased the amount of arable land and provided 
water for their caravans.  Diodoros claims that the Nabataeans deliberately hid their wells 
and cisterns to prevent rival traders and enemy armies from utilizing this precious 
resource (Diodoros Siculus: 2.48.2-4, 19.94.6-8).  Ready access to water allowed the 
Nabataeans to travel through areas other caravans could not and allowed them to amass 
great wealth very quickly through the monopolization of the Arabian spice trade. 
 
The Nabataeans 
The origins of the Nabataeans as a nation still remain unclear. Starcky (1955: 85-
87) hypothesized a southern Arabian derivation for them; he is supported in this view by 
Parr (1969) and Negev (1976).  Some scholars argue that the Nabataeans are the same 
people referred to in the Bible as the Nebaioth and in Assyrian records as the Nabaiati 
(Baldwin 1982: 114-116).  Current opinion appears to favor an origin in the northern 
Arabian peninsula (Milik 1982; Graf 1990).  Regardless of their exact place of origin, 
most scholars now agree that the Nabataeans were ethnically Arab and spoke an Arabic 
derived language. 
Written documents describing the nascent Nabataean kingdom are few and 
frustrating. Diodoros Siculus (19.94-98) is the first to provide a written account of the 
Nabataeans; he relates the account of Hieronymus of Cardixa from 312 BCE in which the 
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Greek general Antigonus Monophthalmus attempted two military expeditions against 
the Nabataeans, both of which failed. Diodoros also provides a rudimentary sketch of 
Nabataean society as nomadic pastoralists with prohibitions against agriculture and 
permanent dwellings (19.94.2-4).  This description would appear to pertain to early 
Nabataean society as Diodoros later states that the Nabataeans already occupied Petra at 
the time of Antigonus’ incursions.  
Scholars have debated for sometime to what degree  Diodoros’s reporting can be 
relied upon.   Robert Drews (1962) cited Diodoros’ unquestioning reliance on previous 
historians as one of the most egregious errors in the work.  He argues that uncrtitical 
reporting of multiple conflicting accounts from previous historians makes the Library of 
History “unintelligible” (Drews 1962:  383).  On the other hand, Catherine Runbincam , 
in her study of cross references in Diodoros (1996), argues that while Diododros did rely 
heavily on his sources, he cannot be accused of blindly copying whatever account was 
available. She argues that Diodoros actually displayed a degree of selection in what 
material you cited (Rubincam 1996: 81-82).  Aside from questions of method, Diodoros’ 
account is problematic in that he was writing three hundred years after the event 
occurred; while he may have based his description upon an eyewitness account he, the 
material is still second hand and without benefit of cross examination.  Lacking other 
written sources, however, one must use Diodoros judiciously. 
The Nabataeans next appear in the writing of Strabo in the 1st century CE.  He 
describes drinking parties held by their king, perhaps in imitation of Hellenistic courts, 
where the participants drank from golden cups, with a new cup used for each round of 
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drinks (Geog. 16.4.26).  This description of Nabataean society is in stark contrast to that 
found in Diodoros.  Whereas Diodoros depicted a nomadic people with few possessions 
and no agriculture, Strabo clearly indicates that by the first half of the 1st century CE the 
Nabataeans had become a sedentary people concerned with the accumulation of wealth, 
had established a kingship, and practiced stone-masonry.  Clearly a major cultural shift 
occurred among the Nabataeans between the 4th century BCE and the 1st century CE. 
To fill the gap between Diodorus’ account of the 3rd century BCE and Strabo’s of 
the 1st century CE, scholars are greatly dependant upon the works of Josephus and the 
archaeological record.  Josephus wrote his Jewish War and Jewish Antiquities in the latter 
half of the 1st century CE.  Although specifically concerned with the history of Judaea 
and the Hasmonean and Herodian dynasties, Josephus also included information about 
the Nabataeans as they relate to his subject; one cannot however, view Josephus’ work 
uncritically.  Modern scholars have repeatedly questioned the veracity of Josephus and 
his approach to historiography (Sanford 1935, Cohen 1979, Lewis and Rheinhold 1990,).  
In 1935, Eva Matthews Sanford published the article ‘Propoganda and Censorship in the 
Transmission of Josephus.”  This was one of the first articles to examine not only the bias 
inherent in Josephus’ writing, but how the works had further been changed by 
emendations and interpolations in the text by authors who wished to further their own 
agenda. Shaye Cohen (1977) criticizes Josephus saying he was not “a meticulous and 
attentive craftsman” (Cohen 1977: 47), this sentiment is echoed in Naphtali Lewis’ and 
Meyer Rheinhold’s Roman Civilization- Selected Readings, vol. 1 (1990) when they 
claim Josephus was more interested in presenting the Jewish people in a favorable light 
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than providing an accurate historical narrative (Lewis and Rheinhold 1990: 24).  
Clearly, trusting Josephus as a source is problematic, however, lacking other options 
historians must consult his work always bearing in mind possible bias and checking his 
facts as often as possible against other sources and the archaeological record.  The first 
evidence of the Nabataeans in Josephus’ works dates to the wars of Alexander Janneaus 
in the beginning of the 1st century BCE, prior to this point inscriptions provide most of 
the evidence regarding the Nabataean state.   
The first archaeological evidence of the Nabataean state is an inscription from 
Priene that dates to the end of the 3rd century BCE.  In it, a Greek from Asia Minor by the 
name of Moschion claims to have regular contact with the Nabataeans, presumably in the 
course of trade (Sartre 2005: 17).  Another inscription of the same period, found at Elusa 
in the Negev, reads “This is the place which Nuthairu(?) made for the life of Aretas, king 
of the Nabataeans” (Negev 1977: 546).   This inscription is notable for two reasons.  
First, if the dating of this inscription is correct it would project the known Nabataean 
kings list back one hundred years prior to the reign of Aretas I in the 2nd century BCE.  
Second, the name Aretas in the inscription, a name used repeatedly by the Nabataean 
royal family beginning in the 2nd century BCE, may imply continuity with the later royal 
family.  Third, this inscription may indicate the extent of the Nabataean realm at the end 
of the 3rd century BCE.  Sartre (2005:17) does not believe it to be outside the realm of 
possibility that the Nabataeans already controlled the Negev in the 3rd century, 
considering their expansion into the Sinai during the 2nd century BCE.  Additionally, 
there are references to Aretas I “tyrant of the Arabs” controlling the area around Amman 
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by 169 BCE.  The Hauron, though, was not under his sway according to I Maccabbees 
5.25, as the Nabataeans who encountered the armies of Judas Maccabaeus there, clearly 
stated they were not denizens of the region; the extent to which this statement may be 
trusted is not clear given that the document in question is a religious one rather than an 
historical one.   By the end of the second century the Nabataeans had expanded into 
northwestern Transjordan and the Hauron and initiated a series of conflicts with the 
Hasmoneans by repeated attempts to move into the Golan (Sartre 2005: 17).   
Relations between the Nabataeans and Hasmoneans were, if Josephus can be 
believed, a series of wars over territory and trade punctuated by periods of peace, usually 
marked by the marriage of a Nabataean princess to a member of the Hasmonean royal 
family.  Josephus records that during the reign of Aretas II the Hasmonean king 
Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 BCE) besieged the city of Gaza capturing it (Josephus: AJ 
13.360). This city, and others, were later reclaimed by Obodas I when he defeated 
Alexander Jannaeus in the Golan in 93 BCE (Josephus: AJ. 13.375).  Obodas was also 
responsible for the defeat of Antiochos XII in 85 BCE who, fearing the growing strength 
of the Nabateans launched an attack against the kingdom (Josephus: AJ 13.391).  
Josephus also relates negotiations between the Nabataean king Aretas III (85-62 BCE) 
and the Hasmonean Hyrcanus II.   Hyrcanus II offers to return certain cities captured by 
Alexander Jannaeus, if Aretas III will support Hyrcanus’ bid for the throne (Josephus: AJ. 
13.392).  The list of cities given by Josephus have all been located north of the Wadi el-
Mujib indicating that the Hasmoneans never penetrated Karak itself (Miller 1991: 11). 
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The Nabataean Client Kingdom 
In 62 BCE Nabataea became a client kingdom of Rome when the Roman 
governor of Syria, Marcus Aemilius Scauraus, marched on Petra.  For the sum of 300 
talents, Scaurus confirmed Aretas III as king and granted Nabataea the status of client-
kingdom to Rome (Josephus: Ant. 14.80-81).  At approximately the same time, Obodas II 
succeeded Aretas III.  Very little is known about the reign of Obodas II.  Inscriptions 
referring to him have been found in Petra and other locations and a series of coins were 
minted under his aegis historical sources, however, are strangely silent regarding him.  
Obodas II ruled from ca. 62-58 BCE (Dolinka 2003: 6). 
Following Obodas II was Malichus I (58-30 BCE).  Josephus first takes note of 
Malichus I to comment on his defeat by the Roman governor Aulus Gabinius in 55 BCE 
(AJ 13.103).  Malichus I was forced to pay tribute to Gabinius, a fact which involved 
Nabataea in the political upheavals of Rome.  During the course of his reign, Malichus I 
was forced to make the unenviable decisions of whom to support in the Roman civil 
wars.  He provided Caesar with cavalry in 47 BCE (Caesar: Alexandrian War I), but later 
gambled and lost when he supported the Tyrranicides (Cassius Dio 48.41.5). 
Obodas III succeeded Malichus I in 30 BCE.  Like Obodas II, Obodas III (30-9 
BCE) made little impact on the historical record; in fact, more is known about the 
activities of his minister Syllaios, than those of the king himself.  This bias may be due to 
the role Syllaios played in Aelius Gallus’ attempt to capture the incense production of 
Arabia Felix.  Strabo blamed the failure of this expedition on Syllaios (Geog. 16.4.22-25) 
however it is far from clear whether Syllaios conspired against the success of the mission 
or not.  Bowersock (1983: 49) and Sartre (2005: 66) both cast doubt on Strabo’s 
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interpretation of events and cite the lack of reprisals by Augustus in support of their 
position.  
 What is clear is by attempting to augment his own power, Syllaios tried to broker 
a marriage with the sister of Herod the Great (Josephus: AJ 16.224).  Failing in this 
measure, Syllaios stirred up rebellion against Herod and offered guerilla fighters safe 
haven inside Nabataean lands from which they could launch raids into Judaea (Josephus: 
AJ 16.130, 274-275).  This last act caused Herod to involve the Roman governor of Syria, 
Gaius Sentius Saturninus (Negev 1977: 566).  Syllaios hurried to Rome in an effort to 
clear his name; while there word came that Obodas III had died and been succeeded by 
one Aineas, who changed his name to Aretas IV.  This news angered both Augustus and 
Syllaios- Augustus because Aretas IV had claimed the throne without his permission, and 
Syllaios because he harbored his own ambitions toward the throne (Josephus: AJ 16.294-
295).  Upon returning to Nabataea, Syllaios waged a campaign against Herod, Aretas IV 
and several prominent citizens of Nabataea.  He went so far as to mint coins proclaiming 
himself king (Meshorer 1975: 36-40).  Finally, having overreached himself by this 
scheme, Syllaios was arrested by the governor Saturninus, shipped to Rome and executed 
in 6 BCE (Sartre 2005: 83). 
After the death of Syllaios, Augustus recognized the claim of Aretas IV (9BCE-
40CE) and Nabataea entered a period of unparalleled prosperity.  To make peace with 
Judaea, Aretas IV wed one of his daughters to Herod Antipas.  This peace was later 
broken when Antipas divorced his wife triggering an invasion by Aretas IV in 36 CE 
(Josephus: AJ 18.109-114).  Tiberius, now emperor of Rome, took umbrage at the fact the 
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Aretas IV had attacked Perea without his permission and authorized a punitive strike 
against Nabataea in 37 CE.  The kingdom was ultimately spared when news of Tiberius’ 
death reached the Roman commander Vitellius, who ceased operations (Josephus: AJ 
18.120-124).   
Some scholars (Dolinka 2003: 7, Millar 1993: 56-57) believe that Aretas IV 
regained control of Damascus, lost by Malichus I, toward the end of his reign.  This 
hypothesis is based upon a passage in 2 Corinthians (11.32-33) that mentions an ethnarch 
of the Nabataeans in connection with the city government.  If true, Nabataea would have 
controlled one of the wealthiest emporions in all of the Near East.  Sartre (2005: 83), 
though, disputes this claim on two points.  First, he argues, the lack of written evidence 
cast doubt on such an event; if Rome were to have given Damascus back to the 
Nabataeans, Sartre believes that some mention would have been made in Josephus or 
other authors of the period.  Second, Sartre notes the disjunction such a bequest would 
cause within the kingdom.  If Nabataea did possess Damascus the lands of Agrippa I and 
Agrippa II would have stood between the bulk of the Nabataean kingdom and the city.  
While the second reason is not conclusive (there is precedent in the grant of land 
surrounding Abila to Agrippa I and Agrippa II), Sartre’s first reason does require some 
thought. 
Malichus II received the kingship after the death of Aretas IV in 40 CE and ruled 
thirty years until 70 CE.   Few histories make any reference to Mailichus II leading some 
historians to hypothesize a “dark age” for the Nabataeans (Negev 1977: 560-570).  This 
conclusion appears to be rather dire, however, as there is evidence of expanded 
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agriculture (Sartre 2005: 86) and continuing control of the incense trade by the 
Nabataeans (Casson 1989: 60-63, 143-145).  Josephus also notes that in the course of the 
reign of Malichus II the Nabataeans fielded 1000 cavalry and 500 infantry to aid 
Vespasian during the Jewish Revolt (Josephus: JW 3.68). It seems more likely, given this 
information, that the reign of Malichus II, though successful, appeared lacking in 
comparison to the phenomenal prosperity and general peace of Aretas IV reign. 
The last of the Nabataean kings was Rabbel II.  Evidence for the reign of Rabbel II 
relies entirely upon the epigraphic, numismatic and archaeological record.  Numismatic 
evidence indicates that Rabbel II came to the throne when he was still underage and 
initially ruled jointly with his mother Shaqilat until the seventh year of his reign (Negev 
1977: 637).  After quelling a major uprising centering on the Hegra in the south of 
Nabataea early in his reign, Rabbel II ruled peacefully for thirty years (Winnett 1973).  
He ended the continuous wars with Judaea, expanded agriculture into the Negev desert 
and moved the capital to Bostra, which he refurbished and expanded (Dolinka 2003: 8). 
 
The Annexation and Late Roman Arabia 
The Kingdom of Nabataea was annexed by Rome in 106 CE; the cause for annexation 
at this time is generally believed to be the death of Rabell II (Bowersock 1983: 80-84). 
Some scholars have speculated as to why the kingdom was annexed at this time.  Sartre 
(2005: 87) proposes that the kingdom had become sufficiently Westernized at this 
juncture so as to make annexation easy and profitable for the Roman Empire. While 
Nabataea was still a monarchy, the political offices, bureaucracy and military of Nabataea 
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had long ago been reorganized along Hellenistic lines.  The Romans could, therefore, 
easily superimpose their own form of government without expensive and time-consuming 
restructuring. 
Freeman (1986: 91-118) argues that the Roman governor of Syria, Cornelius Palma 
Frontonianus, annexed the Nabataean kingdom on his own initiative, presumably on the 
theory that, where so much wealth is concerned, it is easier to beg pardon than ask 
permission.  If Frontonianus did annex Nabataea on his own authority, it would, 
certainly, have enriched him personally.  At the same time, he may have seen the 
annexation as a way to curry favor with the emperor, providing the imperial treasury with 
a new source of revenue, securing the borders of the Eastern Empire and accomplishing 
the entire task without involving the emperor personally should the annexation be 
opposed.  Such a move would not be without risk, though.  Trajan might easily have seen 
such an action on the part of Frontonianus as a prelude to rebellion; having witnessed the 
civil wars that brought Vespasian to the throne, one could easily conceive that Trajan 
might view such an annexation as treasonous. Moreover, the love and esteem in which 
Trajan was held by his soldiers and generals was legendary, it is improbable that 
Frontonianus would have acted on his own initiative.  Instead, Trajan most likely seized 
an opportunity upon the death of Rabell II and issued orders to his local governor to 
begin the annexation process.   
While the annexation of Nabataea is traditionally believed to have been peaceful 
(Kennedy 2000: 41), some scholars (Eadie 1985: 411, Fiema 1987: 35) have argued that 
the Nabataeans resisted annexation; in support of this position scholars cite passages from 
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Cassius Dio (68.14.5) and Ammianus Marcellinus (14.8.13).  New archaeological 
evidence of destructions in several major Nabataean cities at this time (Schmid 1997: 
416-420) may also support this argument.  Dolinka (2003: 8-9) appears to follow 
Kennedy’s more conservative view of the Roman annexation.  He notes in particular the 
numismatic evidence which proclaimed Arabia adquisita not Arabia capta, which was 
more common for territories claimed by force of arms (i.e. Egypt and Judaea).  Dolinka 
(2003: 8) also observes that Trajan did not take the title of “Arabicus” after the 
annexation of Nabataea although he did take the titles of “Dacicus” and “Parthicus” after 
conquering those territories and adding them to the Roman Empire. 
The kingdom was organized into a province by Gaius Claudius Severus and given the 
name of Arabia Petraea; milestones on the Via Nova Traiana, which was laid during this 
time, date between 111 and 115 CE and bear the name of Severus.  Furthermore, a 
personal letter of a legionary indicates Severus’ presence in the province by 107 CE 
(Sartre 2005: 133).  The Legion VI Ferrata was the first legion of Arabia Petraea, 
participating in the occupation of the Nabataean kingdom prior to encamping at Bostra.  
Soon after, the Legion III Cyrenaica was transferred to the new province and stationed in 
the provincial capitol of Bostra at the time the VI Ferrata was redeployed to Galilee 
(Starcky 1955:104, Kennedy 1980, Sartre 2005: 137).  Also at this time, the emperor 
Trajan conscripted a significant portion of the Nabataean royal army into the auxiliaries 
under the designation Cohortes Ulpiae Patraeorum (Graf 1997: 269).  The reasons for 
this conscription are obscure; perhaps there were insufficient legions to fully garrison the 
new province without disrupting other dispositions in the empire, or perhaps Trajan 
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sought the knowledge and expertise the Nabataeans had accumulated in four centuries 
of defending their territory.  Whatever the reason, clearly the emperor was as interested in 
the military resources of the former Nabataean kingdom as he was the financial ones. 
 With the conscription of the Nabataean army, defense of the frontiers fell onto the 
shoulders of the legions, in order to do so the legions reused several Nabataean forts and 
watchtowers along the frontier. What is most interesting about the Roman military 
arrangements after annexation is the decision to abandon several Nabataean watchtowers 
and forts east of the via nova Traiana; also, virtually all the new fortifications built under 
Trajan were directly adjacent to the Via Nova (Parker 1987: 800-801).  It would appear 
that the main concern was to facilitate and protect traffic along the via nova.  Considering 
that the via nova followed almost exactly the old Nabataean caravan routes, one can 
conclude that Rome’s primary interest in the province of Arabia was to protect and 
nurture the spice trade.  There appears to be little concern about raids from the desert on 
the part of the Roman military; instead, treaties were concluded with the Thamudaean 
tribes wherein they became responsible for policing the nomadic periphery (MacDonanld 
1993).  Rome was consolidating its power in the cities of Arabia.  
Under Diocletian, the eastern frontiers of the province were pushed further into 
the desert.  A great concern over frontier security appears to have arisen leading to a 
spate of fort construction east of the Via Nova Traiani and a reallocation of territory 
among the provinces. In c 295 CE, Diocletion split the province of Arabia Petraea, 
dividing it along the Wadi el-Hasa. The southern portion of the province was combined 
with the Negev and Sinai regions to form the new province of Palestine; the area north of 
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the Wadi e-Hasa retained the name of Arabia. Two new military governors were 
appointed, one for each province doubling the military presence in the region while 
halving the amount of territory each governor was required to protect (Green 2002: 48). 
Diocletian’s successors failed to properly maintain the new system, though, with the 
result that the Diocletianic frontier was slowly abandoned and left open to the Arab 
conquests of the 7th and 8th centuries. 
Several theories have been advanced as to why frontier security suddenly became 
an issue.  Evidence suggests that raids upon settlements by nomads, which steadily 
increased during this period, may have prompted Diocletian’s actions (Parker 1986: 153).  
Previously, as mentioned above, Rome had relied on pacts with the Thamudic tribes to 
police the nomadic periphery.  It is possible that a collapse of this alliance led to 
increased raids along the frontier.  Alternatively, a boom in population during this period 
may have precipitated land reclamation along the desert fringe bringing settlers into 
conflict with nomads and occasioning a stronger military presence. 
During the annexation, the creation of the Via Nova Traiana probably impacted the 
Karak Plateau most directly.  The road followed, for the most part, the ancient King’s 
Highway that ran north-south through the plateau, and connected the provincial capital of 
Bostra with the Nabataean founded port of Aila (modern Aqaba) (Miller 1991: 12).  
Additionally, Nabataean watchtowers throughout the Karak Plateau were re-invested by 
the Romans at this time (Parker 1986: 153).  Documents relating directly to the Karak 
Plateau under the Roman Empire are few.  It is known that the two major cities of the 
plateau at this time were Rabbathmoba, also known as Aeropolis (modern er-Rabbah), 
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and Charakmoba (the modern city of Karak).  Both of these cities are listed in King 
Ptolemy’s Geography (5.16.4), while Rabbathmoba also appears in the Babatha archives 
(Polotsky 1962: 258-262).  Coins were minted at both sites during the 3rd century 
attesting to the importance and prosperity of the plateau under Roman rule (Miller 1991: 
12).  The Karak Plateau remained a part of the province of Arabia until it was conquered 
by Muslims in the 7th century CE. 
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III.  Previous Expeditions and Surveys of Note 
 
 Travelers through the Karak Plateau before the twentieth century were faced with 
a number of difficulties. Geographic isolation and adverse terrain were often the least of 
explorers worries as local sheiks often made a practice of kidnapping and ransoming 
European travelers through the plateau.  Early traveler’s tended to follow the Via Nova 
Traiana from north to south as it was still the most reliable route through the plateau 
(Miller 1991: 14-15).  The first two men to penetrate the plateau in the nineteenth century 
were Ulrich Seetzen and Johann Burckhardt; neither expedition can be considered an 
unqualified success.  Seetzen was captured and ransomed in 1805 crossing the Wadi el-
Mujib.  Burckhardt reached Karak proper seven years later, where he was held for three 
weeks before being allowed to continue his journey.  Both men died during their 
respective expeditions and portions of their notes were published posthumously.  Though 
valuable for being the first modern accounts of the Karak Plateau, nevertheless, the 
accounts did give rise to numerous misapprehensions regarding the topography and 
geography of the plateau due to misinterpretations by the editors of both Seetzen’s (1854-
1855) and Burckhardt’s (1822) accounts.  The resulting muddle can be seen in maps of 
the Karak Plateau from the end of the nineteenth century (Miller 1991: 15).  The next 
expedition of importance was mounted in 1851, by Felician de Saulcy (1853).  Rather 
than approach the plateau on the Via Nova, de Saulcy instead approached from the west 
skirting the bottom of the Dead Sea, scaling the northern rise of the Wadi Ibn Hammad. 
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De Saulcy kept detailed accounts of the archaeological remains he encountered, until 
his detention and ransom at Karak.  Once released de Saulcy continued his progress, 
though the meticulousness of his accounts somewhat lessened (Miller 1991: 15).   
 Though no less than seven major expeditions, including two sponsored by the 
Palestinian Expedition Fund, and numerous private travelers passed through Karak after 
de Saulcy in the late nineteenth century, the general state of knowledge about the plateau 
continued to be one of conflicting accounts with the extent of wadis and positions of sites 
varying greatly from one map to another (Miller 1991: 15).  Much of this chaos was 
caused by the methods various expeditions employed to chart sites.  Accurate compass 
readings and measurements of distance were often eschewed for the more expedient 
method of mapping the location of sites in relation to one another, usually in terms of 
how many days were necessary to journey from one site to the next.  This method, while 
convenient, also caused a cascade effect in which one mis-charted site resulted in all 
subsequent sites being incorrectly mapped (Miller 1991: 18). 
 Matters began to improve 1893 when the Ottoman government began to take a 
more active role in administration of the Karak Plateau; they subdued many of the sheiks 
responsible for the imprisonment and ransom of European travelers and installed a 
governor and garrison at Karak (Miller 1991: 16).  Shortly thereafter, Rudolf Brünnow 
and Alfred Domaszewski began the first of three expeditions (1895, 1897, 1899) in the 
region, which they published in the three-volume work Die Provincia Arabia (1904-
1909). The purpose of Brünnow and Domaszewski’s explorations was to chart the 
Roman road system and associated ruins in the former Roman province of Arabia.  The 
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published work included narrative descriptions, hand-sketched maps and even some 
early photographs of the most prominent Nabataean, Roman and Byzantine ruins in the 
plateau and was by far the most accurate work published concerning the plateau at the 
time (Miller 1991: 16).   
The success of Brünnow and Domaszewski inspired a new series of explorers 
beginning with Alois Musil, who conducted explorations based on the information 
provided in Die Provincia Arabia.  The results of Musil’s explorations were published in 
his two-volume work Arabia Petraea (1907-1908).  Included in Arabia Petraea was a 
scale map of the region between the Wadi el-Mujib and Wadi el-Hasa.  Though some 
problems of distance remained, the map was incredibly detailed and accurate including 
over one hundred known sites (Miller 1991: 16).  From the end of Musil’s fieldwork in 
1902 until the mid 1930s, little of importance occurred in the study of the Karak Plateau; 
a few expeditions continued to explore and chart sites, continuing to clarify the 
topography of the region, but they were soon interrupted by the political upheavals 
surrounding World War I.  The first major work conducted after the war was that of 
Nelson Glueck.  Beginning in 1933, Glueck made a comprehensive study of the southern 
Transjordan territory including for the first time sampling of surface pottery at sites.  
Glueck published his results in a series of articles in the Annual of the American Schools 
of Oriental Research.  Glueck offered theories about the settlement patterns on the 
plateau in his articles “Explorations in Eastern Palestine I” and ‘Explorations in Eastern 
Palestine III” that still influence archaeologists today (Glueck 1934, 1939).  
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Another work of great importance, Iscrizioni e monumenti protocristiani del Pase 
di Moab, was published by Reginetta Canova in 1954.  For over two decades, Canova 
cataloged Roman and Byzantine inscriptions in the city Karak and the surrounding 
villages; she collected more than 400 inscriptions and inscription fragments which she 
transcribe and published with photographs of the original. Mrs. Canova’s work was of 
profound benefit to scholars because it gathered in one publication a bibliography of all 
pre-existing works concerning inscriptions in Karak, the previously unpublished 
inscriptions which she found, as well as descriptions and photographs of numerous 
architectural fragments from the area.  Also in the 1950s and 1960s a new series of scale 
maps were being printed based upon aerial photography which finally presented scholars 
with an accurate, trustworthy manual of the plateau’s topography (Miller 1991: 17). 
Beginning in the late 1970s, interest in the plateau again began to swell.  J. Maxwell 
Miller and Jack M. Pinkerton (Miller 1991) conducted a survey of the Karak Plateau in 
three main seasons from 1978-1982 (Fig. 1).1  The goal of this survey was to assemble a 
comprehensive listing of all the archaeological sites in the plateau.  This task involved 
identifying and accurately plotting sites recorded by previous expeditions as well as 
determining their proper names (Miller 1991: 17-18).  Additionally, the team actively 
sought out previously unreported sites in a systematic survey of the plateau; in total the 
survey recorded 443 sites.  In addition to describing and recording sites, the survey 
collected samples of pottery from each site in order to create a study collection for 
interested scholars (Miller 1991: 19).
                                                 
1 Miller returned in 1983 accompanied by Gerald Mattingly and Sami Rabadi in order to 
re-examine and photograph certain sites. 
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Figure 1 Miller-Pinkerton and Surrounding Surveys (Miller 1991: 21) 
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Udo Worschech made a survey of the northwest Ard al-Karak from 1983-1986 (Fig. 
1); during his survey he revisited some sites previously recorded by the Miller-Pinkerton 
survey.  He collected considerably fewer sherds than the Miller-Pinkerton survey and not 
all the periods represented in the Miller-Pinkerton collection were represented in the Ard 
al-Karak survey.   This is most likely due to the small interval of time between the two 
surveys, though differences in survey methods my also have been a factor (Worschech 
1985, 1986).   This material was not included in the present study. 
Although not within the borders of the Karak Plateau surveys, Burton MacDonald’s 
Wadi el Hasa Archaeological Survey (MacDonald 1988) conducted from 1979 to 1983 
provides a large corpus of pottery for comparison to the Karak pottery.  This survey was 
conducted in west-central Jordan approximately 30 kilometers south of the site of Karak 
(Fig. 1).  Some pottery collected by the Wadi el-Hasa survey provide parallels for that 
collected by the KRP survey.   
An outgrowth of MacDonald’s Wadi al-Hasa survey was his Southern Ghors and 
Northeast Arabah Archaeological Survey (MacDonald 1992).  This survey was 
conducted with the intent to compare new sites to the area previously studied by the Wadi 
al-Hasa project in search of parallels between the two.   While this is an excavation of 
note in the broader region of  Roman Arabia, this survey did not provide parallels for 
pottery collected by the Karak Resources Project.  
 Like the Wadi al-Hasa survey, the Limes Arabicus Project does not cover the 
Karak Plateau per se; it did however, visit some of the easternmost sites recorded in the 
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Miller-Pinkerton survey (Fig. 1).  Results from the survey have been published by 
Parker in his works Romans and Saracens: A History of the Arabian Frontier (Parker 
1985) and Roman Frontier in Central Jordan: Interim Report on the Limes Arabicus 
Project 1980-1985 (Parker 1987).  The final report of the Limes Arabicus Project The 
Roman Frontier in Central Jordan, is currently in press and expected to be published by 
the end of 2006 (Parker in press).  The pottery study in this work is meant to act as a 
supplement to that already published in the 1987 volumes; between the two, Parker 
provides an exhaustive treatment of the ceramics from his Limes Arabicus excavations 
and surveys.  The interim report provides a ceramic typology from each of the major 
periods of occupation excavated during the project ranging predominantly from the late 
third to mid-sixth centuries C.E.  Moreover, it provides a small corpus of Early Roman 
and Nabataean pottery from Rujm Beni Yasser.  The final report of the Limes Arabicus 
Project (Parker in press) includes ceramics excavated during the final two years of the 
project, after the publication of the interim report, and contains more ceramics with 
unusual or distinctive features, imports and ceramic artifacts such as roof tiles and slag.    
Following the conclusion of his Limes Arabicus field seasons, Parker began the 
Roman Aqaba Project.  This project was initiated with the purpose of investigating the 
imperial Roman economy at a major port and trade center and consisted of five field 
seasons in 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000 and 2002.  While the project has been confined in the 
areas it could excavate by the modern city, numerous finds of interest were made 
including domestic structures, a possible 4th century church and a possible Nabataean 
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temple (Parker 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2002).  The Nabataean pottery 
recovered during excavation was studied and published by Dolinka in 2003.
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IV.  Methodology 
 
This study focused on Nabataean and Roman pottery from the Karak Plateau 
dated from the 1st to the 5th centuries CE collected during the 1995-2001 surveys of the 
Karak Plateau.  Approximately 4500 sherds were collected during four seasons of surface 
survey with a chronological range from Prehistoric to Islamic times; the pottery is 
currently stored at the archaeological laboratory at Johnson Bible College under the care 
of Dr. Gerald Mattingly. This number is in addition to the pottery accumulated by the 
1978-1983 Miller-Pinkerton survey of central and southern Moab which is currently 
stored in the collections of Emory University in Atlanta, although, it will be moved soon 
to the Semitic Museum of Harvard University.  Pottery calls for the Miller-Pinkerton 
survey were  performed by James A. Sauer during the 1978 survey season and Robin M. 
Brown for the 1979 and 1982 seasons; Sauer also served in an advisory capacity for the 
1979 saeson (Brown 1991: 169); while the results of this analysis are included in the 
present study, the pottery was not personally examined by the author. 
This study began with 1221 sherds collected from 108 sites during the four KRP 
survey seasons (Fig 2). These sherds were classified in one of four chronological periods; 
Nabataean, Nabataean/Early Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman and Late 
Roman/Byzantine; dating of the sherds was performed under the guidance and oversight 
of Dr. S. Thomas Parker and Dr. Jodi Magness (Fig 3).  The corpus of 1221 sherds was 
further reduced to 1098 sherds from 51 separate sites, when sites with fewer than 5 sherds 
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Figure 2 Number of Sherds Collected by the KRP 
Nab    Nabataean  300 BCE- 106 CE 
 
Nab/ERom   Nabataean/    64 BCE- 106 CE 
    Early Roman 
   
ERom    Early Roman    64 BCE- 135 CE 
 
LRom    Late Roman          135- 324 CE 
 
LRom/Byz   Late Roman/               135- 491 CE 
    Byzantine 
 
 
*All dates are approximate.  Dates represent political chronology and 
should be viewed as guidelines for  corresponding pottery types. 
Figure 3 Chronological Divisions and Abbreviations 
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of Nabataean or Roman date were eliminated from the analysis.  Though the total 
number of sherds is large, the corpus is predominantly body sherds.  Further complicating 
the analysis is the fact that most of the rims, bases and handles that would normally be 
diagnostic are only preserved up to 1cm or 2cm in height making identification difficult, 
and in some cases impossible. 
For the purpose of analysis, the pottery was divided into two categories, sherds 
collected from sites previously surveyed and sherds collected from new sites recorded by 
the Karak Resources Project that had not been previously surveyed.  This distinction has 
been made in order to limit bias due to previous sherding of the sites.2  Vessel form was 
determined on the basis of rim, handle and body shape as well as bases.  Following KRP 
procedure, sherds were scanned using a Canon CanoScan 8400F flat bed scanner and 
drawn using Adobe Photoshop. This method of drawing was devised by Dr. John Mark 
Wade of Emmanuel School of Religion and offers significant benefits to small projects. 
First, it reduces the time necessary to draw a sherd and is easier to learn than traditional 
hand drawing. Second, it provides detailed sections of sherds that the analyst can easily 
and repeatedly manipulate during examination without losing resolution or clarity.  
Lastly, electronic drawing allows scholars the option to publish their work in print or 
digitally without extensive reformatting of drawings and images.  This last aspect of the 
method is perhaps the most exciting, given that digital publication is becoming more 
                                                 
2 In addition to the Miller-Pinkerton survey a small number of the sites in this study have 
been visited and sherded by the Limes Arabicus Survey and the Wadi Ibn Hammad/ 
Northwest Ard Al-Harak Survey. 
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popular among scholars for its ability to quickly disseminate information at little or no 
cost.   
Once the sherds were drawn, vessel form was determined and the pottery was 
organized by site in order to see if there are any recurring assemblages from one site to 
another.3 Locations where Nabataean Unpainted and Painted Fine Ware were recovered 
were examined, in particular, to determine whether there was a correlation between the 
presence of these fine wares and the geographical location or function of the site. 
                                                 
3 Vessel form was determined by the author in comparison with published drawings of 
Nabataean and Roman pottery from Roman Arabia. 
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V. The Pottery 
 
The site numbers used by the Karak Resources Project and the Mudaybi Survey 
correspond to and continue those in the Miller-Pinkerton survey.  It is important to 
remember that these site description are of surface remains and do not necessarily 
correspond with archaeological remains below the surface.  A short list of terms used in 
the site descriptions appears below. 
Cairn- a small heap of stones usually oval and found mostly o knolls or along 
ridges.  Most cairns were identified as Beduin burials. 
Stone heap- a pile of stones lafger than a cairn that may represent a collapsed 
building.  Often referred to in Arabic as a rujm. 
Building ruin- a heap of stones with clearly visible wall lines of a single structure. 
Agricultural settlement- a site that may or may not possesses visible ruins but 
possessing evidence of occupation and agricultural activity such as surface pottery, 
threshing floors, terracing, water management structures or grain-processing tools such as 
grindstones. 
Wall lines- segments of stone wall visible at ground level or one or more courses 
above ground level.  Wall lines may or may not be traceable to identify the structure. 
Multi-building complex- a site where multiple buildings can be identified and 
recorded but may not have been in concurrent use.  The function of structures in multi-
building complexes may also change through time. 
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City- a site possessing the ruins of a major settlement with an exterior wall, 
often with towers incorporated, and the remains of multiple buildings, including civic 
buildings such as temples.  Often contains tombs or a cemetery are also present. 
Watchtower- a small rectangular building, often multiple stories in height, usually 
built on a rise or ridge with views of the surrounding land including roads and wadis.  
Often possess an enclosure wall and is in signaling distance of other such structures or 
forts. 
Site Descriptions 
Site 88- Umm el-Habaj 
Sherds collected: Miller-Pinkerton 2922 including; Nab 52, ERom 11, LRom 16, Byz 3 
      KRP 328 sherds; Nab 6, Nab/ERom 8, LRom, 2, LRom/Byz 11, Byz 37 
This site is set on a low-lying hill and covers an area of ca. 300 m north-south by 150 m 
east-west (Fig. 4).  When visited by the Miller-Pinkerton survey the site was unoccupied 
and traces of wall lines were visible (Miller 1991: 61).  The 1995 KRP survey noted a 
rectilinear building, agricultural terrace, multiple cisterns and a defensive wall around the 
site.  The site was deemed to be an agricultural village (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 89- Hmeimet (NW) 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 572 including; Nab 12, ERom 1, LRom 6, Byz 14 
       KRP 62 including; Nab/ERom 17, ERom 3, LRom 1, LRom/Byz 4,  
Byz 19 
Hmeimat consists of a mound of occupational debris covering ca. 275 x 175 m.  In the 
center of the mound, Miller noted walls standing up to three courses with a central  
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Figure 4 KRP 1995 Survey Sites (Mattingly 1996: 350) 
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building possessing walls of ca. 1.5 m thickness.  He also discerned three partially 
collapsed cisterns to the northeast (Miller 1991: 61).  When visited by the KRP survey in 
1995, Hmeimat was being farmed on the outskirts.  Stone piles were noted among the 
occupational debris and it was concluded that the site was most likely a large agricultural 
village (Mattingly 1996: 354, KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 206- Khirbet Izra 
Sherds Collected: Miller Pinkerton 1091 including: Nab 41, ERom 11, LRom 3, Byz 1 
        KRP 26 including: Nab 5, ERom 1, Byz 1 
This site possesses the ruins of 3.5 x 4 m house, a 3 x 7 m structure near the center of the 
site and walls of a building that might have been approximately 15 m in length.  Three 
cisterns and three caves were noted by the Miller-Pinkerton survey (Miller 1991: 90).  
The site Kh. Izra was revisited by the KRP survey team in 2001 and noted several 
Ottoman ruins in addition to multiple Turkish buildings. Modern habitation is slowly 
overtaking the site in the form of houses and steadily intensifying agriculture.  At least 
one of the cisterns shows evidence of reuse, having been plastered in modern cement 
(KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 207- Khirbet en-Neqqaz 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 2396 including; Nab 160, Nab/ERom 11, ERom 12,  
LRom 4, Byz 13 
        KRP 95 including; Nab 6, Nab/ERom 20, ERom 2, LRom 1 
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This site consists of a hilltop overlooking the road from Karak to Tafilah with an area 
of approximately 60 x 90 m.  Wall lines were visible when the site was visited by Miller 
and Pinkerton, however, these have been greatly damaged by stone robbing and 
rearrangement to from sheep pens.  One cistern was noted on the site by Miller-Pinkerton 
and was still in use presumably by shepherds (Miller 1991: 90).  The Karak Resources 
Project surveyed this site in 2001; they determined little had changed since the site was 
visited by the Miller Pinkerton survey (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 259- Khirbet el-Meidan (NW) 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 438 including; Nab 107, LRom 1, Byz 3 
       KRP 70 including; Nab 23, Nab/ERom 1, ERom 2, LRom/Byz 7 
This site was unoccupied when visited by the Miller-Pinkerton survey and consists of a 
walled settlement ca. 65 x 85 m with numerous interior wall lines. The site sits on the top 
of a hill with unimpeded views of all the approaches from the Dead Sea to the Karak 
Plateau. After visiting the site, Glueck conjectured that the Nabataeans farmed the slopes 
of the hill.  Miller believes that this settlement was systematically planned and laid out 
based upon the plan of the wall lines. (Miller 1991: 108).  The site was resherded by the 
Karak Resources project in 2001.  It is possible that the site performed some sort of 
sentry function (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
270- Khirbet el-Hawiyyeh 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 5166 including; Nab 81, ERom 6, LRom 7, Byz 7 
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       KRP 121 including; Nab 5, ERom 3, Byz 19 
This site consists of ruins covering ca. 75 x 130 m.  Several of the walls were still 
standing up to fours courses high when Miller and Pinkerton visited the site; they noted 
several cisterns on site and considered it likely the site was in use recently though now 
abandoned (Miller 1991: 111).  When the Karak Resources Project visited the site it had 
been heavily disturbed by modern occupation.  They noted several terraces and stone 
piles on the site leading them to conclude that its purpose was agricultural (Mattingly 
1996: 358-359, KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 278- Kfeiraz 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 968 including; Nab 46, Rom 4, LRom 2, Byz 15 
       KRP 53 including; Nab 7, Nab/ERom 2, Byz 14 
The ruins of Kfeiraz extend ca. 220 x 120 m.  The Miller-Pinkerton survey counted five 
cisterns and a well, as well as a large modern threshing floor (Miller 1991: 114).  
Cultivation around the site, and in it to a certain extent, is intense and is causing some 
damage to the site.  The KRP survey recorded an additional 2 cisterns and a stone pile.  It 
was concluded that the site in antiquity, like today, was an agricultural one (KRP 
unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 296 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 16 including; Byz 1 
        KRP 182 including; Nab/ERom 12 
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This site is located at a crossroads at the south end of a ridge near the saddle 
connecting the little Fajj with the main Fajj.  It consists of wall lines for a 14 x 17 m 
rectangular building believed to be a two-story watchtower by the KRP survey team.  The 
walls were built of large chert blocks and appear to rest on chert bedrock.  When it was 
visited by the KRP survey in 2001, the walls were visible up to five courses in some areas 
with the second story beginning 1.6 m above the ground floor (KRP unpublished field 
reports). 
 
Site 316- el-Mreigha 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 3492 including; Nab 188, ERom 70, LRom 55, Byz 
 
Limes Arabicus including; Nab 12, ERom 5, LRom 10, Byz 12 
 
 KRP 376 including; Nab 42, Nab/ERom 2, ERom 26, LRom 9, LRom/Byz 21 
         
El-Mreigha is the ruin of a large walled settlement, situated on a hilltop overlooking the 
Fajj el-Useiker and Wadi el-Batra.  Glueck believed the site to be Nabataean in origin and 
an important stop on the trade routes from Petra to Damascus and Petra to Gaza.  The 
ruins spread over an area of ca. 100 x 80 m.  The city wall enclosed a rectangular area of 
ca.72 x 70 m and survived in some places to a height of 2.5 m when the site was visited 
by the Miller-Pinkerton survey.  Towers were located at each corner and bastions were 
located along the east and west walls. After examining the pottery collected by his own 
survey as well as the Limes Arabicus project, Miller suggested that el-Mreigha was 
actually of pre-Nabataean origin (Miller 1991: 124).   El-Mreigha has experienced 
extensive damage in recent years.  The foxholes and stone robbing apparent when Miller 
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visited the site have now been joined by modern roads built into the site to facilitate 
stone robbing for the reconstruction of Karak Castle.  The KRP survey team found 
evidence of target practice taking place on site during the 1997 survey and agriculture is 
being performed on the edges of the site.  The KRP survey team also discovered a 
possible limekiln during the 1997 season (Mattingly 1996: 359-361, KRP unpublished 
field reports). 
 
Site 353- Khirbet en-Nsheinish 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 697 including; Nab 22, ERom 6, Byz 9 
        KRP 47 including; Nab 4, Nab/ERom 1, ERom 1, LRom 3, Byz 8 
Kh. en-Nsheinish sits on a ridge surrounded by broad fields.  The walls of the site were 
constructed from limestone and chert employing dry stone masonry.  Glueck described 
the site as a small Nabataean site with a complex of ruined houses and some cisterns.  
The Miller-Pinkerton survey counted at least 10 cisterns or caves in the area (Miller 
1991: 131-133).  The KRP surveyors concluded the site was a small agricultural 
settlement (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 355- Khirbet el-Batra 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 689 including; Nab 174, ERom 25, LRom 6, Byz 6 
        KRP 83 including; Nab 21, Nab/ERom 29, Byz 8 
Kh. el-Batra is dominated by a massive stone fall in the center of the site.  Segments of 
the foundation walls are still discernible but tracing the line of the walls is nearly 
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impossible.  In the north of the site can be seen the foundations of a 42 x 37 m 
building with a collapsed cistern.  Glueck described the site as typically Nabataean and 
depicted numerous ruined houses containing vaulted ceilings. Miller-Pinkerton notes 
several caves on the east slope of the ridge begin used as sheepfolds (Miller 1991: 133).  
During its visit in 1995, the KRP survey identified the remains of an ancient stone quarry 
(Mattingly 1996: 361-362).  It was hypothesized that the village was built to work the fajj 
below it (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 377- Khirbet Abu Rukbah 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 369 inlcuding; Nab 32, ERom 6, LRom 6, Byz 8 
        Limes Arabicus Project 215 including; Nab/ERom 205, LRom 4, 
                Byz 1 
        KRP 204 including; Nab 15, Nab/ERom 61, ERom 14, LRom 3 
Khirbet abu Rukah lies on a knoll overlooking Qasr Abu Rukbah and Qasr No’man.  
Glueck reported this site as possessing a building measuring 9.6 x 8.4 m in area with a 
doorway and walls preserved up to 2 m in height.  The Miller-Pinkerton survey stated 
that the walls of this structure averaged ca. .9 m in width and were constructed of two 
faces with a rubble fill core.  At the time of this survey the walls were still preserved up 
to six courses high.  Miller-Pinkerton traced interior wall lines that divided the building 
into four rooms (Miller 1991: 142).  When visited by the Karak Resource Project in 1997, 
a number of caves and a stone quarry were discovered on the site.  The KRP surveyors 
speculated that this may be a ruined Nabataean watchtower (KRP unpublished field 
reports). 
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Site 399- Khirbet Dubab 
Sherds collected: Miller-Pinkerton 979 including; Nab 147, ERom 29, LRom 4 
      KRP 129 including; Nab 6, Nab/ERom 22, ERom 4, LRom 2? 
Khirbet Dubab was first described by Glueck, who noted that it was located on a small 
hill with a view of the Wadi el-Hasa.  He described springs located at the bottom of the 
hill, terraces along the sides of the hill, and remains of a rectangular wall enclosing the 
ruins.  Among the pottery found at the site was a quantity of Nabataean sherds, as well as 
two types of Sigillatta.4  When the Miller-Pinkerton survey visited the site considerable 
damage had been done to the rectangular enclosure wall which Glueck described and 
three houses had been built among the ruins on the eastern slope since Glueck’s visit 
(Miller 1991: 148).  The Karak Resurces Project visited Kh. Dubab during the 1997 
survey season to sweep the area for pottery that might have been churned up recently.  
The buildings on the site remained much as reported by the Miller Pinkerton survey 
(KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 417- Rujm es-Sakhari/el-Hseiniyyah 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 605 including; Nab 28, ERom 1, Byz 5 
       KRP 38 including; Nab 8, ERom 1, LRom 2, Byz 2 
This site comprises a modern village built over ancient ruins.  There is evidence of stone 
reuse in the modern houses, including a defaced Greek inscription used for a lintel 
                                                 
4 Glueck described the sigillatta recoverd as being “of the ‘Pergamene’ type and sigillatta 
with the reddish core.” (Glueck 1939: 86). 
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(Miller 1991: 153).  When the site was re-visited by the Karak Resources Project 
survey, the site had deteriorated further and was being used as the village garbage dump.  
The team searched unsuccessfully for the Greek inscription recorded by the Miller 
Pinkerton survey (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 419- Umm Hamat 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 1571 including; Nab 28, ERom, 15, LRom 5, Byz 11 
        KRP 48 including; Nab 11, ERom 3, LRom 1, Byz 1 
Umm Hamat was visited and recorded by several travelers in the 19th century, most 
notably by Musil.  He described the site as a rectangular fortified camp standing on a 
slight rise, most likely of Roman origin.  The interior structures of the ruin had already at  
been reused at that time, primarily by rearranging stones into sheepfolds.  Additionally, 
tobacco had been planted on the site on the cisterns were being used to store straw.  At 
the time that the Miller-Pinkerton survey visited the site, all of these remains had been 
built over by the modern town except for one building of unknown origin near the center 
of the site.  This limestone and chert structure showed signs of having been rebuilt at 
least once (Miller 1991: 153-154).  When Umm Hamat was visited by the KRP survey 
team in 1997, no significant change was noticeable (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 420- Nakhl  
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 2178 including; Nab 1334, Nab/ERom 2, ERom 23, 
LRom, 23, Byz 45 
 
     KRP 321 including; Nab 55, LRom 5, LRom/Byz 1, Byz 38 
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Nakhl was visited by both Musil in the 19th century and Glueck in the early 20th century.  
Musil recorded the site as an extensive city with fortifications and a temple preserved in 
the eastern portion of the site.  According to Musil, the temple and fortifications were 
constructed of dressed limestone without mortar.  He reported foundation walls of ashlar 
masonry in the southern area of the site and cross walls containing cisterns and reservoirs 
to the west.  Glueck compared the site to el-Mreigha and believed the site to be 
Nabataean in origin based upon pottery collected.  Nakhl was remarkably well preserved 
when visited by the Miller-Pinkerton survey with the Nabataean temple still standing  
(Miller 1991: 154-156).  Nakhl was visited by the KRP survey team in 1997 in order to 
collect pottery for Neutron Activation Analysis and to perform an assessment of damage 
to the site since it was visited by the Miller Pinkerton survey.  Remarkably no new 
damage was evident at the site.  The KRP survey team did note that Nakhl overlooked a 
large irrigated farm and orchard beside the road leading to the fajj (Mattingly 1996: 362-
363, KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 431- Kfeir/ Khirbet el-Abdeh 
Sherds collected: Miller-Pinkerton 980 including; Nab 54, ERom 8, LRom 4, Byz 24 
       KRP 64 including; Nab 7, ERom 1, LRom 2, LRom/Byz 1, Byz 1 
This site covers approximately 75 x 100 m and was completely destroyed by the time of 
Glueck’s visit.  Wall lines for several buildings are still visible and were constructed of 
two faces with small stones filling the core.  The Miller-Pinkerton survey team measured 
walls in excess of 1 m thick, and reaching 4 courses in height.  Twelve cisterns were 
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catalogued by the Miller-Pinkerton survey on the southern edge of the site overlooking 
the Wadi el-Hasa (Miller 1991: 161).  The Karak Resources Project revisited this site in 
1995 and1997 and was found to have deteriorated greatly- buildings have been subject to 
stone robbing, farmers cultivate the land in and around the ruins and a large transmission 
tower was constructed on the site. (Mattingly 1996: 364-365, KRP unpublished field 
reports). 
 
Site 433- Khirbet esh-Shqeirah 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 866 including; Nab 96, ERom 16, LRom 10, Byz 33 
         KRP 31 including; Nab 5, Nab/ERom 1, ERom 3, LRom 4,  
  LRom/Byz 1, Byz 4 
Kh. Esh-Shqeirah stands on a natural rise leading down to the Wadi el-Hasa.  The site is 
approximately 125 x 125 m and was surveyed by Glueck in the 20th century.  He 
determined the site to be a small Nabataean foundation possessing numerous cisterns.  
Glueck observed, during his visit, a modern house built on the site using stone robbed 
from the Nabataean ruins.  This house was abandoned when the site was visited by the 
Miller-Pinkerton survey, though two other houses built after Glueck’s survey, were 
inhabited.  The Karak Resources Project visited Kh. esh-Shqeirah in 1997 and found that 
a modern cemetery, first noticed by the Miller Pinnkerton survey, was steadily extending 
over the site (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 436- Mhai 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 2274 including; Nab 94, ERom 36, LRom 14, Byz 63 
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        KRP 99 including; Nab 14, Nab/ERom 2, ERom 3, LRom 2,  
 LRom/Byz 1, Byz 5 
Mhai has been visited numerous times over the years.  Musil dwelled most on the 
strategic placement of the site arguing that it could guarded the entrance from the desert 
to the agricultural plain stretching from the Wadi el-Hasa to el-Batra.  Brünnow and 
Domaszewski described the ruins of a city built on two hills and joined by a saddle.  In 
the ruins they identified three main structures including a watchtower in the center of the 
site, a temple in the northern corner and two vaulted rooms midway between the 
watchtower and temple.  Glueck visited the site in the 1930s when a modern settlement 
had begun to encroach on the ruins.  He was, however, able to see the three structures 
record by Brünnow and Domaszewski and concluded that the temple was most likely 
Nabataean in origin based on correlations to a Nabataean temple at el-Qasr.  In addition, 
Glueck recorded a number of cisterns and a wall encircling the top of the site.  When 
visited by the Miller-Pinkerton survey in 1982, the ruins of Mhai were all but covered.  
The watchtower described by previous surveys had been destroyed and a modern house 
built on its foundations.  The Nabataean temple was still standing, built of dressed 
limestone, but the vaulted rooms could not be discovered (Miller 1991: 163-166).  When 
visited in 1997 by the Karak resource Project the site was substantially the same as when 
visited by the Miller-Pinkerton survey (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 441- Qfeiqef 
Sherds Collected: Miller-Pinkerton 520 including; Nab 38, ERom 1, LRom 1, Byz 5 
        KRP 52 including; Nab 9, Nab/ERom 12 
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Qfeiqef was visited by both the Brünnow and Domaszewski, as well as Glueck’s 
expeditions.  Brünnow and Domaszewski recorded the site as a watchtower while Glueck 
described it as a ruined Nabataean-Roman site.  One structure was surviving when visited 
by the Miller-Pinkerton survey.  It measured 6 x 7 m at the base and was constructed of 
rough hewn limestone blocks ca. .5 m thick and several courses high.  Remnants of a wall 
running parallel to the structure on the east and south sides suggest an enclosure wall 
(Miller 1991: 166-167).  Qfeiqef remained as described by the Miller Pinkerton survey 
when visited by the KRP survey in 1997 (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 445 
Sherds collected: KRP 41 including: Nab 15 
This site was mapped by the Karak Resources Project during the 1997 survey season.  It 
consists mainly of a stone heap in the middle of the Fajj.  Wall lines are evident though 
disturbed to form sheep pens.  The remains of a rectangular building 22 x 23 m are 
evident in addition to a well approximately half a meter from the building.  The function 
of this site was indeterminable (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 450 
Sherds Collected: KRP 330 including; Nab 15, LRom 1 
Site 450 consists of several features on the ridge of a wadi system.  A rectilinear building, 
subdivided into rooms dominates the site.   Two perimeter walls run along the ridges of a 
feeder wadi above the main wadi; Ray speculated that these walls may have functioned to 
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collect water and channel it into the feeder wadi, thence into the main wadi.  The 
rectilinear building appears to have had at least two phases of occupation as one of the 
perimeter walls is built over the original foundation with the angle of the building 
changed in compensation.  Lastly, a cistern with catchment basin was discovered on the 
southwestern end of one perimeter wall.  Ray believes this site functioned as an 
agricultural complex, he also suggests that the first phase of use was Nabataean due to the 
large number of Nabataean Painted Fine Ware collected from the site (Ray: unpublished 
manuscript). 
 
Site 455 
Sherds Collected: KRP 86 including; Nab 6, Nab/ERom 1, LRom 2, Byz 3 
This site sits on a small hill and is comprised of four separate features (fig. 5).  The first 
feature is a large curvilinear structure measuring 30 x 25m with a wall thickness of .75-
.80m.  To the west of this structure is a circular construction approximately 17 x 10m 
delimited by rocks and outcroppings of bedrock.  A cistern and catchment basin were 
located in the northwest of the site while a rectilinear building measuring 10 x 6m with a 
4 x 3m side room was located in the southwest of the site.  Ray theorized that this site 
was an agricultural complex; he interpreted the curvilinear structure as a corral, and the 
circular construction as a threshing floor.   He believed the rectilinear building was the 
farmhouse with an attached storeroom (Ray: unpublished manuscript). 
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Figure 5 KRP 1999 and 2001 Survey Sites (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 268) 
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Site 456 
Sherds Collected: KRP 34 including; Nab 11, Byz 1 
Site 456 consisted of a large circular structure 20m in diameter overlooking a wadi.  
Another smaller circular structure was located inside the southern area of the feature.  
Ray posited the structure was a threshing floor, however no other structures have been 
found nearby (Ray: unpublished manuscript) 
 
Site 458 
Sherds Collected: KRP 49 including; LRom/Byz 5, Byz 1 
The site was mapped during the 1999 KRP survey season.  It is situated on the NW/SE 
ridge that runs down toward the Desert Highway and possesses views of Mhai (which 
leads to the Desert Highway), the Desert Highway proper, and the wadi east of the site 
which also opens onto the Desert Highway.  The site consists of one small building 
approximately 6 x 6 m; this building appears to have been used during Late Roman times 
and after.  There is evidence of stone quarrying around the site and it is possible that the 
building was built from the materials on site. This site may have functioned as a 
watchtower to guard the approaches to the desert highway (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 
267-268). 
 
Site 459A- Khirbet el-Askar 
Sherds Collected KRP 42 including; Nab 7, Nab/ERom 6 
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This site is one building in a much larger complex (forty-five buildings total) divided 
into eastern and western sections.  The western section was given the site designation 
459, while the eastern section was designated site 460.  Individual structures within each 
section were also assigned alphabetical designations.  Site 459A is the most prominent 
structure in the western section of Kh. el-Askar.  The walls of 459A have been preserved 
up to three courses in height and measure approximately .8 m in thickness; the building 
measures ca. 15.5 x 14.7 m.  Two rooms abut the exterior southern wall of 459A one 
measuring ca. 3.5 x 4 m, the second measuring 5.4 x 4 m.  Finally an L-shaped 
outbuilding is located to the south of the main structure measuring 20.4 x 18 m.  This site, 
like many of the buildings in the complex, has been subject to stone robbing making the 
exact width of the walls difficult to determine.  Of all the buildings in Kh. el-Askar, this 
one appears to have had the thickest walls and the largest blocks used in its construction.  
Additionally, the walls were constructed of two exterior faces and a rubble core.  The 
main building is located on a slight rise providing it with a clear view of the wadi to the 
east in addition to many of the other buildings of the complex (Linton and Hoffman 
2004: 271).  The surveyors speculated in their original notes that the complex might have 
been an overnight stop for travelers or caravans, however, a definitive conclusion is yet to 
be reached (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 459J- Khirbet el-Askar  
Sherds Collected: KRP 12 including; Nab 5, ERom 1, LRom 1 
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459J is another building on the west side of the Kh. el-Askar complex.  This building 
was constructed in the same double wall manner as 459A and consists of five chambers.  
The building is polygonal with the west wall measuring 12.6m and the south wall 10.1m.  
The east wall runs north 9.5m then turns and runs west 3.2m, before turning north again 
for 4.5m and west again for 4.3m (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 271) 
 
459L- Khirbet el-Askar 
Sherds Collected: KRP 39 including; Nab 4, Nab/ERom 1, ERom 2 
Yet another building in the western area of the Kh. el-Askar complex, 459L is an L-
shaped four room building of double wall construction.  The south wall of the building 
measures 12.4m, the east wall 7.8m.  The north wall runs west 6.3m then turns south for 
3.1m finally running west another 5m (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 271-272). 
 
460G- Khirbet al-Askar 
Sherds Collected: KRP 11 including; Nab 2, ERom 2, LRom2 
This small double-walled building is located in the eastern portion of Kh, el-Askar; it 
consists of 2 approximately square rooms one 3.2m square the other 1.8m square (Linton 
and Hoffman 2004: 272).  Little of the walls is preserved, barely a single course, and the 
wall thickness is only about half a meter; there is evidence the site has been robbed for 
stone.  In addition to the building there are traces of quarrying around the site and the 
remains of what might be a dam on the northern slope.  Too little remains of the structure 
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to definitively identify it, however, it may have served as a small residence (KRP 
unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 460CC- Khirbet el-Askar 
Sherds Collected: KRP 57 including; Nab/ERom 3, LRom/Byz 1, Byz 1 
This site is also a part of the east Kh. el-Askar complex and is a rectangular building 
possessing six rooms.  The building is well preserved, in some places up to 3 courses in 
height (about 1.5m) and 1.5m in thickness.  The building measures 33.7 x 15.75m in 
length and was built of limestone (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 273). 
 
Site 462 
Sherds Collected: KRP 163 including; Nab 17, Nab/ERom 4, ERom 1, LRom 1, Byz 9 
This unnamed site was originally visited in the 1999 survey season and re-visited in 
2001.  It is a well-preserved and large building with limestone walls that extend up to 5 
courses in some places; the walls of the building are roughly rectangular measuring ca. 
40 x 50m. The interior of the building was divided into at least three rooms (Linton and 
Hoffman 2004: 274).  Site 462 has been damaged by digging, removal of stone and the 
rearrangement of walls to form sheep pens.  The site was revisited in 2001 and tentatively 
identified as a Roman fort (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 465 
Sherds Collected: KRP including; Nab 18 
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This site is a small limestone building ca. 5.0 x 4.6m in size and with walls 
approximately .35m in thickness (Linton and Hoffman. 2004: 274).  It is located on the 
south end of the NW/SE ridge that divides the Fajj in two.  The site has good views of the 
Wadi Gheith.  The design of the building is suggestive of a Roman watchtower, though 
the remains are scarce.  Several nearby rock outcroppings show evidence of quarrying 
(KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 475 
Sherds Collected: KRP 89 including; Nab 37 
This small rectangular building measures ca. 10.15 x 5.2 m with walls about .66 m in 
thickness (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 275).  Little of the building remains above ground 
except wall lines and significant damage to the site includes removal of stone to form 
sheep pens as well as evidence of bull dozing.  The site is not located on a rise and may 
not have been used as a watch post, but rather as a residence.  A small cistern was located 
nearby could have provided water for farming, however, no evidence of agricultural was 
found (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 476 
Sherds Collected: KRP 70 including; Nab 5, Nab/ERom 21, LRom 2, Byz 12 
The site is comprised of a multi-roomed building, possibly a watchtower.  The building 
measures 9.5 x 13 m with walls approximately .60 m in width, though it is difficult to 
obtain an exact measurement.  Wall lines of a second L-shaped structure are also evident; 
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this might be the remains of a retaining wall.  The survey team believed the building 
was used as a Roman watchtower to monitor North/South traffic along the Fajj.  Four 
cisterns were discovered on the site.  Though the site is rather well preserved, it does 
show signs of bull dozing, digging around the edges of the site and also the removal and 
piling of stone in the SE corner(Linton and Hoffman 2004: 275, KRP unpublished field 
reports). 
 
Site 481 
Sherds Collected: KRP 22 including; Nab/ERom 13, LRom 1 
This site was first mapped in 2001 by the KRP survey; it consists of a rectangular 
building ca. 9 x 18.3 m in size and a reservoir of approximately 3 m in depth.  The walls 
of the building are preserved to a height of 1.1 m with walls measuring .7 m in thickness.  
Modern wheat fields border the site to the east (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 276, KRP 
unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 482 
Sherds Collected: KRP 22 including; Nab 4, Nab/ERom 8, ERom 1, LRom 1, LRomByz  
4, Byz 1 
Site 482 is a sherd scatter associated with burials on a knoll opposite the Jebel Batra 
ridge.  There is evidence for disturbance on the site, possibly due to digging of the graves 
(Linton and Hoffman 2004: 276, KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 485 
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Sherds Collected: KRP 10 including; Nab 1, Nab/ERom 5 
Site 485 is a rock tumble possibly from an earlier building, perhaps a watchtower (Linton 
and Hoffman 2004: 276). 
 
Site 486 
Sherds Collected: KRP 18 including; Nab 1, Nab/ERom 6, Byz 2 
Site 486 is a watchtower approximately 4 m square, with walls are preserved up to 1.4 m 
in places.  To the southeast of the tower, stone terraces are apparent as well as a possible 
collapsed cistern and a sheepfold.  This site appears to correlate with Glueck’s site 142 in 
his 1939 report (Glueck 1939: 76, Linton and Hoffman 2004: 276-277).   
 
Site 489 
Sherds collected: KRP 6 all Nab 
Site 489 is a small square building measuring approximately 5.4 m per side (Linton and 
Hoffman 2004: 278).  The most likely function of the site is as a watchtower.  A small 
cairn is associated with the site as well as a number of possible burials.  This site may be 
analogous to Gluek’s sites 139 and 140, Qusayer Bir Zeit (KRP unpublished field 
reports). 
 
Site 490- Bir en-Nayim 
Sherds Collected: KRP 34 including; Nab 12 
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Bir Nayim boasts a collection of water storage features including water channels a 
reservoir, cisterns and a dam.  The first cistern measured 6.3 m deep with the water 
beginning at a depth of 5.5 m from the top.  The second cistern is located near the dam.  
Two reservoirs were mapped, one significantly larger than the other, and were connected 
by water channels (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 278-279). 
 
Site 491 
Sherds collected: KRP 11 including; Nab 8, LRom/Byz 1 
Site 491 is a small building 5 m square, most probably a watchtower.  Wall lines are 
visible, however the walls have almost completely tumbled making a measurement of 
height impossible.  Several cairns and robbed graves can be seen to the north and 
southeast of the site (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 279). 
 
Site 492 
Sherds Collected: KRP 20 including ERom 19, ERom? 1 
Site 492 is a cistern with two water channels and a dam located in the north of the site 
(Linton and Hoffman 2004: 279). 
 
Site 497 
Sherds Collected: KRP 18 all LRom/Byz 
Site 497 is a small square building, possibly a watchtower measuring ca. 3 x 2.6 m in size 
with walls preserved to a height of 1.2 m in places.  The building was reused at some 
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point as a burial site and cairn.  This site equates with site 139 from Glueck’s 1939 
report (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 280). 
 
Site 499- Bir Bashbash 
Sherds Collected: KRP 16 including; Nab 14 
This site is a series of water management features.  It is comprised of two cisterns, one 
single or two partial dams, retaining walls, and two water troughs.  This site is believed to 
be associated with site 498 a two-story watchtower that was later reused as a burial.  Site 
498 was surveyed by the Karak Resources Project, but no pottery was recovered (Linton 
and Hoffman 2004: 280-281, KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 503 
Sherds Collected: KRP 21 including; Nab 20 
Site 503 is a small sherd scatter and stone pile (6 x 4m) associated with a cairn on the top 
of a peak (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 506 
Sherds Collected: KRP 19 including; Nab 1, Nab/ERom 3, LRom/Byz 1, Byz 1 
Site 506 is an L-shaped building that was later reused as a burial site.  The building 
measures 5.4 x 12.5 x 13.5 x 5.7 x 7 m with a visible interior wall dividing the building. 
An oval reservoir and a dam were discovered on the site (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 
282). 
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Site 509 
Sherds Collected: KRP 27 including; Nab/ERom 18 
This site consists of a reservoir and dam as well as a number of burial, possibly as many 
as 11. The water channels feeding the reservoir were constructed of limestone while the 
dam was built of dirt and varied types of rock (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 282). 
 
Site 512 
Sherds Collected: KRP 48 all Nab/ERom 
Site 512 is the ruins of a small square building.  The wall lines are almost completely 
obliterated leaving primarily a rock pile (KRP unpublished field reports). 
 
Site 513 
Sherds Collected: KRP 37 including; Nab 4, NabERom 1, Roman 1, LRom 1 
Site 513 is a rectangular building ca. 27.5 x 11.7 m in length.  Three burials were 
recorded on the site all of which had been disturbed in modern times (Linton and 
Hoffman 2004: 283). 
 
Site 515 
Sherds Collected: KRP 70 including; Nab 9, Nab/ERom 35, ERom 1, LRom 1 
Site 515 is the ruin of a watchtower located on a ridge to the west of site 462 and 3.5 km 
north of Kh el-Askar.  The walls of the tower have mostly collapsed down the slope of 
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the ridge, the estimated original size is a length of 10-20 m with a width of 6 m.  The 
stone tumble extends ca. 30 m down the slope of the ridge (Linton and Hoffman 2004: 
283). 
 
Site 519 
Sherds Collected: KRP 18 including; Nab 2, Nab/ERom 8 
Site 519 consists of a circle of stones possibly the remains of a building.  Walls are 
preserved to a height of 1 m however no measurements are available.  An apparent stone 
quarry is located approximately 50 m south/southwest of the circle (Linton and Hoffman 
2004: 283-284). 
 
Distribution Analysis 
 A small quantity of Nabataean Painted and Unpainted Fine Wares were recovered 
during the four survey seasons.  Among the samples collected of Nabataean Painted Fine 
Ware are examples of Schmid’s (1996:207-208 Abb. 699-703) Dekorphase 3a, 3b and 3c.  
Of the Nabataean Unpainted Fine Wares, the type most commonly represented is the 
incised ware of Schmid’s (1996: 189 Abb. 664-665, 667) Gruppe 9, particularly wares 
similar to his examples 664, 665 and 667. The Nabataean Painted Fine Wares were less 
common than the Unpainted Fine Wares only being recovered from eights sites in the 
plateau compared to thirteen sites for the Unpainted Fine Wares.  Unpainted and Painted 
Fine Wares were occasionally found at the same site, however, the presence of one type 
of Fine Ware does not appear to indicate the other will also be present.  
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The distribution of Nabataean Painted and Unpainted Fine Wares in the plateau 
appears to follow a rough pattern. All the examples of Nabataean Painted Fine Wares 
were recovered east of the King’s Highway; all but one of the sites lie along the Desert 
Highway, the outer road used for trade by the Nabataeans and used today as part of the 
Hajj road.  The Nabataean Painted Fine Wares appear repeatedly at sites of large multi-
building complexes and occasionally at sites tentatively identified as watchtowers; one 
possible exception to this pattern is site 450.  Ray’s (unpublished manuscript) survey of 
this site discovered numerous water features, from which he drew the conclusion that the 
site most likely was agricultural in nature.  Of note, however, is the fact that the site 
appears to have undergone at least two phases of occupation.  Ray (unpublished 
manuscript) himself noted that the perimeter walls that channeled water into the wadis 
and cistern were not constructed until at least the second phase of occupation.  It is 
possible that the site, when first constructed, was not intended for agricultural pursuits.   
Five sherds of Eastern Sigillatta A dating to the 1st century BCE and 1st century 
CE were recovered from four separate sites and a single handle of Nabataean Cream 
Ware was recovered from site 270, Kh. el-Hawiyyah.  If Dolinka’s (2003: 63-64) 
hypothesis that the production center for this ware was Nabataean Aila (modern Aqaba) 
is to be accepted, this sherd would be one of only six confirmed examples or pottery 
collected by the KRP survey not produced in the plateau itself.  This is not to say that 
there was large-scale trade and importation between Aila and the Karak Plateau; on the 
contrary, the vessel this sherd represents may have reached the plateau through 
interpersonal exchange or as the personal property of a traveler.  
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Eight unguentaria fragments were identified from the corpus; one fragment 
dated to the Late Roman period (Site 88), one fragment identified as Nabataean (Site 
270), one fragment identified as Early Roman (Site 316).  The remaining five fragments 
(from Site 515), representing five separate unguentaria, were all identified as 
Nabataean/Early Roman (Parker: private communication).  It is interesting that so many 
fragments were recovered from Site 515; this could be due to a number of reasons.  First, 
Site 515 is a new site first recorded by the KRP survey.  It is possible that other 
unguentaria fragments were recovered from Sites 88, 270, and 316 during the Miller-
Pinkerton or prior surveys.  Alternatively, perhaps the greater number of fragments is a 
reflection of the location and function of Site 515.  Site 515 is on the eastern edge of the 
plateau near the Desert Highway and has been identified as the ruins of a watchtower.  
On the other hand, it is possible that the unguentaria fragments represent the personal 
property and usage of a soldier or soldiers assigned to the watchtower, which 
accumulated over time. 
It was hoped when the Roman pottery was examined that a distribution pattern 
similar to that of the Nabataean pottery might be discerned.  However, due to the relative 
paucity of Early Roman and Late Roman sherds in the study set, and the wide area of 
distribution, such a pattern was not noticeable.  Instead what is seen is a fairly even 
distribution of Roman pottery across sites with very little repetition of diagnostic forms.  
What is apparent from the pottery distribution is the continual decrease in number of sites 
from the Nabataean to Late Roman periods.   This decrease in site density may again be 
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due to previous surveys collecting sherds from sites, however, the pattern appears 
consist across old and new sites. 
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VI. Conclusions and Future Research 
 
Conclusions 
The stated goals of this study were first, to determine whether survey pottery 
could be used to identify assemblages which are linked to each site’s specific function 
(such as agricultural and military sites) second, to determine whether pottery of 
comparable quality and similar form was consumed across sites of differing function and 
third, to determine the extent and distribution of Nabataean Pottery in the Karak Plateau.  
Having examined the corpus of pottery, the author has concluded that it is not possible to 
identify assemblages that can be linked to a site’s function using survey pottery.  This 
conclusion was reached for several reasons.  Survey pottery is not an accurate indication 
of pottery assemblages that may be recovered through excavation; it only reflects what 
has been preserved on the surface of a site through happenstance.  In addition, without 
excavation, and even sometimes with excavation, the function of a site cannot be 
conclusively determined.  This result was forcefully demonstrated at sites such as Kh. el-
Askar and Site 450 where multiple phases of occupation may have possessed different 
functions. 
The second stated goal of this study was to determine whether pottery of 
comparabl quality and from was consumed across differing sites.  This theory was also 
disproved.  While the Nabataeans occupied numerous sites throughout the Karak Plateau, 
the distribution of Nabataean fine wares is not uniform across all the sites.  Nabataean 
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Painted Fine Wares from this corpus were only collected from watchtower sites or 
large multi-building complexes or cities.  Nabataean Unpainted Fine Ware distribution 
occurred in the same geographic areas, i.e east of the King’s Highway, but was recovered 
from more diverse sites.  The presence of one type of fine ware was not found to be an 
indicator of the other’s presence and the patterns of pottery distribution seen from this 
corpus do not necessarily reflect what would be found during excavation.   Barring large 
scale excavations of these sites, a comprehensive study of all the Nabataean Fine Ware 
pottery collected in the Karak Plateau by various surveys may quickly disprove this 
pattern of distribution. 
The corpus of pottery examined in this study consisted almost entirely of serving 
wares, i.e. bowls, jugs, cups and plates.  There were a few forms that could be classified 
as storage wars, most notably an Early Roman high-necked jar fragment illustrated in 
plate 12.  No large form ceramic transport or storage vessels, such as amphorae or pithoi, 
dating to the Nabataean or Roman periods were identified, however.  Is it possible that 
residents of the Karak Plateau were using perishable items such as bags and baskets for 
storage and transport?  While it is conceivable that any diagnostic fragments of amphorae 
and pithoi might already have been collected by previous surveys, such as the Miller-
Pinkerton survey, this does not account for the lack of sherds from sites newly discovered 
by the Karak Resources Project survey.  Perhaps excavation of one or more of these sites 
might solve this mystery.   
Very few imports were found in the corpus, amounting to five sherds of Eastern 
Sigillatta A and one handle stub of Nabataean Cream Ware, so that a discussion of 
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imported pottery was not possible from this corpus.  The presence of five unguentaria 
fragments at a single watchtower site is tantalizing for what it may indicate about 
Nabataean trade.  However, there is not currently enough evidence to support any 
conclusion as to how the unguentaria reached the site.  Excavation at Site 515 and other 
watchtowers near the Desert Highway would be extremely useful in solving this puzzle.  
Ultimately, while survey pottery can act as a guide for further research, it is not practical 
for a conclusive study of pottery distribution and settlement patterns. 
Finally, the third stated goal was to map the extent of Nabataean wares in the 
Karak Plateau; this study has begun the effort in that direction.  However, in order to 
present a complete picture of Nabataean pottery distribution in the plateau, it would be 
necessary to include all the pottery collected from the plateau by the Miller-Pinkerton 
survey, the Limes Arabicus survey, the Northwest Ard al-Karak survey and future 
seasons of the Karak Resources Project.  Such an endeavor was beyond the capacity of 
this study, but could provide material for a dissertation. 
 
Future Research 
Microscopic analysis of selected sherds was performed by the late Dr. Otto Kopp 
and Mr. Robert Reynolds of the department of Earth and Planetary Sciences at the 
University of Tennessee.  Dr. Kopp conducted thin section analysis on a sample of 
pottery from the Karak Resources Project collection, in addition to trace element analysis 
using x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, in an attempt to determine the composition of the 
clay used to produce pottery in the Karak Plateau.  Sherds of various periods, from 
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Bronze Age to Islamic, were examined.  Petrographic analysis revealed considerable 
consistency in the amount of aluminum oxide, silica oxides and calcium oxides per sherd 
regardless of the period of production.  Disparities were noticed, however, in the 
elemental composition of the pottery; sherds could be divided into three periods (Bronze 
Age, Iron Age and Post-Iron Age) based upon the relative abundance of Al2O2, CaO and 
SiO2 (Reynolds 2005: 8-10). Reynolds did note slight variations in the average relative 
abundance of elements in the Post Iron Age following the chronological divisions of the 
Roman, Byzantine and Islamic periods, however it was too slight to allow any 
conclusions as to the cause (Reynolds 2005: 10).   
Reynolds concluded that all the pottery in his sample was produced from clay 
indigenous to the Karak Plateau, that is to say no evidence of imported pottery was found 
based upon the petrographic and chemical analysis of the pottery.  Further, Reynolds 
hypothesized that the change in relative abundance of Al2O2, CaO and SiO2 from the 
Bronze Age to the Iron Age and from the iron Age to the Post-Iron Age (Roman, 
Byzantine, and Islamic periods) was due to increases in kiln temperature and firing 
practices over time.  It would however, be beneficial to map potential clay sources in the 
Karak Plateau and examine whether the differences in relative abundance of trace 
elements might also be attributable to the clay beds exploited for pottery production. 
Dr. Mark Green’s dissertation (2002), examined the influence of environmental 
factors over site location in the Roman and Umayyad periods.  He was, however, unable 
to distinguish Early Roman sites from Late Roman sites.  Using the pottery 
identifications from this study to divide sites into Nabataean, Early Roman and Late 
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Roman, it would be interesting to re-evaluate the effect of environmental factors upon 
site location to see if these factors carried different weight in within these chronological 
subdivisions. 
 
Lastly, excavations should be conducted at several of the sites identified as 
watchtowers and cities (Sites 316, 377, 420, 436, 441, 477and 515).  Excavations, would 
allow archaeologists to test the pattern of Nabataean Painted and Unpainted Fine Wares 
that emerged through this study.  It is also desperately need at Sites 316 and 420 before 
modern development completely consumes the ancient sites obliterating any further 
evidence.
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Appendix I 
Table of Pottery
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Site Site Name Site function Sherd KRP Designation Period Sherd type 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 1 KRP95 88.15 Nab base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 2 KRP95 88.64 Nab base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 3 KRP95 88.186 Nab base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 4 KRP95 88.231 Nab base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 5 KRP95 88.307 Nab base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 6 KRP95 88.28 Nab base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 7 KRP95 88.335 NabER base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 8 KRP95 88.333 NabER base 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 9 KRP95 88.184 NabER handle 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 10 KRP95 88.290 NabER rim w/ handle 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 11 KRP95 88.154 NabER rim w/ handle 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 12 KRP95 88.71 NabER rim 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 13 KRP95 88.76 NabER rim 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 14 KRP95 88.171 NabER rim 
88 Um el-Habj Agricultural village 15 KRP95 88.171 LR rim w/ neck 
88 Um el-Habaj Agricultural village 16 KRP95 88.195 LR body 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 17 KRP95 89.8 NabER rim w/ handle 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 18 KRP95 89.12 NabER body 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 19 KRP95 89.58 NabER body 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 20 KRP95 89.21 NabER rim w/ neck 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 21 KRP95 89.37 NabER rim  
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 22 KRP95 89.27 NabER rim  
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 23 KRP95 89.41 NabER handle 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 24 KRP95 89.26 NabER rim 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 25 KRP95 89.4 NabER rim 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 26 KRP95 89.52 NabER base 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 27 KRP95 89.35 NabER rim 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 28 KRP95 89.38 NabER rim 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 29 KRP95 89.58 NabER rim 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 30 KRP95 89.49 NabER rim 
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89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 31 KRP95 89.58 NabER handle 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 33 KRP95 89.32 NabER base 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 34 KRP95 89.32 ER body  
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 35 KRP95 89.42 ER handle 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 36 KRP95 89.22 ER handle 
89 Khirbet Hmeimat NW large farming village 37 KRP95 89.31 LR rim 
206   919  Nab handle 
206   920  Nab handle 
206   921  Nab bod 
206   922  Nab bod 
206   924 MS01.206.2 ER rim 
207   926 MS01.207.9 NabER rim 
207   927 21 Nab rim 
207   928 22 Nab rim 
207   929 13 ER rim w/ handle 
207   930 20 LR rim 
207   931 15 Nab bod 
207   932  Nab base 
207   933  Nab bod, Dekorphase 3a 
207   934  Nab bod, Dekorphase 3c 
207   935  NabER base 
207   936 19 ER handle 
207   937  NabER handle 
207   938  NabER handle 
207   939  NabER handle 
207   940  NabER rim w/ handle 
207   941  NabER handle  
207   942  NabER handle  
207   943  NabER bod 
207   944  NabER bod 
207   945  NabER bod 
207   946  NabER bod 
207   947  NabER bod 
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207   948  NabER bod 
207   949  NabER bod 
207   950  NabER bod 
207   951  NabER bod 
207   952  NabER bod 
207   953  NabER bod 
207   954  NabER bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 955 MS01.259.3 NabER handle 
259  agricultural/sentry 956  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 957  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 958  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 959  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 960  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 961  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 962  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 963  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 964  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 965  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 966  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 967  LRByz bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 968  LRByz bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 969  LRByz bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 970  LRByz bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 971  LRByz bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 972  LRByz bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 973  LRByz bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 974  Nab base, rouletted 
259  agricultural/sentry 975  Nab base, rouletted 
259  agricultural/sentry 976  Nab base 
259  agricultural/sentry 977  Nab base 
259  agricultural/sentry 978  Nab base 
259  agricultural/sentry 979  Nab base 
259  agricultural/sentry 980  Nab rim 
259  agricultural/sentry 981  Nab base 
259  agricultural/sentry 982  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 983  Nab bod 
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259  agricultural/sentry 984  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 985  Nab bod 
259  agricultural/sentry 986  ER handle 
259  agricultural/sentry 987  ER bod, Eastern Sig 
270 Khirbet el-Hawiyyeh agricultural 44 KRP95 270.21 Nab rim 
270 Khirbet al-Hawiyyeh agricultural 45 KRP95 270.41 Nab bod 
270 Khirbet al-Hawiyyeh agricultural 46 KRP95 270.72 Nab bod 
270 Khirbet al-Hawiyyeh agricultural 47 KRP95 270.51 Nab base 
270 Khirbet al-Hawiyyeh agricultural 48 KRP95 270.26 Nab cream ware handle 
270 Khirbet al-Hawiyyeh agricultural 49 KRP95 270.97 ER base 
270 Khirbet al-Hawiyyeh agricultural 50 KRP95 270.71 ER handle 
270 Khirbet al-Hawiyyeh agricultural 51 KRP95 270.23 ER handle 
270 Khirbet el-Hawiyyah agricultural 230 MS97.270.5 NabER base, rouletted 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 52 KRP95 278.36 Nab rim 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 53 KRP95 278.11 Nab rim 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 54 KRP95 278.17 Nab base, string cut 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 55 KRP95 278.33 Nab base 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 56 KRP95 278.37 Nab base 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 57 KRP95 278.35 Nab rim 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 58 KRP95 278.44 Nab rim 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 59 KRP95 278.19 NabER handle 
278 Khirbet Kfeiraz agricultural 60 KRP95 278.41 NabER handle 
296  watchtower 992  NabER rim 
296  watchtower 993  NabER rim 
296  watchtower 994  NabER rim 
296  watchtower 995  NabER rim 
296  watchtower 996  NabER bod 
296  watchtower 997  NabER rim 
296  watchtower 998  NabER rim 
296  watchtower 999  NabER base 
296  watchtower 1000  NabER bod 
296  watchtower 1001  NabER rim 
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296  watchtower 1002  NabER handle 
296  watchtower 1003  NabER handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 62 KRP95 316.104 Nab base 
316 el-Mriegha city 63 KRP95 316.127 Nab base 
316 el-Mriegha city 64 KRP95 316.127 Nab base 
316 el-Mriegha city 65 KRP95 316.161 Nab rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 66 KRP95 316.145 Nab bod 
316 el-Mriegha city 67 KRP95 316.206 Nab rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 68 KRP95 316.20 Nab rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 69 KRP95 316.177 Nab handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 70 KRP95 316.38 Nab base, string cut 
316 el-Mriegha city 71 KRP95 316.155 Nab rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 72 KRP95 316.80 Nab handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 73 KRP95 316.182 Nab rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 74 KRP95 316.10 Nab rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 75 KRP95 316.198 Nab rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 76 KRP95 316.316 Nab bod 
316 el-Mriegha city 77 KRP95 316.58 Nab bod 
316 el-Mriegha city 78 KRP95 316.188 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 79 KRP95 316.183 ER 1c BCE-1 c 
CE 
rim, Eastern 
Sigillatta 
316 el-Mriegha city 80 KRP95 316.164 ER base, string cut 
316 el-Mriegha city 81 KRP95 316.129 ER handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 82 KRP95 316.210 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 83 KRP95 316.161 ER handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 84 KRP95 316.197 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 85 KRP95 316.12 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 86 KRP95 316.157 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 87 KRP95 316.64 ER bod 
316 el-Mriegha city 88 KRP95 316.150 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 89 KRP95 316.190 ER base 
316 el-Mriegha city 90 KRP95 316.194 ER base 
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316 el-Mriegha city 91 KRP95 316.193 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 92 KRP95 316.37 ER rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 93 KRP95 316.193 ER base 
316 el-Mriegha city 94 KRP95 316.164 ER bod 
316 el-Mriegha city 95 KRP95 316.164 ER bod 
316 el-Mriegha city 96 KRP95 316.108 LRByz handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 97 KRP95 316.167 LRByz rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 98 KRP95 316.140 LRByz handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 99 KRP95 316.19 LRByz handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 100 KRP95 316.107 LRByz handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 101 KRP95 316.151 LRByz handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 102 KRP95 316.218 LRByz handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 103 KRP95 316.3 LRByz handle 
316 el-Mriegha city 104 KRP95 316.14 LRByz base 
316 el-Mriegha city 105 KRP95 316.17 LRByz base 
316 el-Mriegha city 106 KRP95 316.136 LRByz rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 107 KRP95 316.191 LRByz rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 108 KRP95 316.189 LRByz rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 109 KRP95 316.90 LRByz rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 110 KRP95 316.196 LRByz rim 
316 el-Mriegha city 111 KRP95 316.208 LRByz, c. 
230/240-360 
rim, ARS form 
50  
316 el-Mriegha city 112 KRP95 316.214 LRByz, c. 
230/240-360 
bod, ARS 
form 50  
316 el-Mriegha city 112 KRP95 316.214 LRByz bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 230 MS97.316.18 LR handle 
316 el-Mreigha city 231  LR rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 232  LR rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 237  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 238  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 239  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 240  Nab rim, Dekorphase 3a 
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316 el-Mreigha city 241  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 242  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 243  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 244  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 245  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 246  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 247  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 248  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 249  Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 250  Nab handle 
316 el-Mreigha city 251  Nab base, string cut 
316 el-Mreigha city 252  Nab base 
316 el-Mreigha city 253  Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 254  Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 255  Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 256  Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 257  Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 258  Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 259  Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 260  NabER handle 
316 el-Mreigha city 261  NabER bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 262  ER handle 
316 el-Mreigha city 263  ER base 
316 el-Mreigha city 264  ER rim w/ handle 
316 el-Mreigha city 265  ER handle 
316 el-Mreigha city 266  ER rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 267  LR rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 268  LR rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 269  LR rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 270  LR rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 271  LR rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 272  LR handle 
316 el-Mreigha city 273  LR/Byz bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 274  LR/Byz rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 1004 MS01.316.3RC ER? rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 1005 MS01.316.5RC ER? rim 
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316 el-Mreigha city 1006 MS01.316.7RC ER? rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 1007 MS01.316.6RC Nab rim 
316 el-Mreigha city 1008 MS01.316.9RC Nab bod 
316 el-Mreigha city 1010 MS01.316.2RC LRByz base, string cut 
316 el-Mreigha city 1348 KRP.95.316.192 Nab base 
316 el-Mreigha city 21347  ER handle 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 115 KRP95 353.1 ER neck 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 116 KRP95 353.92 Nab rim 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 117 KRP95 353.39 Nab handle 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 118 KRP95 353.33 Nab base 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 119 KRP95 353.2 Nab rim 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 120 KRP95 353.22 NabER rim 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 121 KRP95 353.25 LR handle 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 122 KRP95 353.41 LR bod 
353 Khirbet en-Nsheinish agricultural village 123 KRP95 353.30 LR handle 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 128 KRP95 355.37 Nab bod 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 129 KRP95 355.20 Nab base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 130 KRP95 355.54 Nab base, rouletted 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 131 KRP95 355.63 Nab base, rouletted 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 132 KRP95 355.56 Nab base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 133 KRP95 355.73 Nab base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 134 KRP95 355.78 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 135 KRP95 355.81 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 136 KRP95 355.80 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 137 KRP95 355.70 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 138 KRP95 355.76 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 139 KRP95 355.57 Nab base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 140 KRP95 355.77 Nab base, rouletted 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 141 KRP95 355.22 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 142 KRP95 355.75 Nab base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 143 KRP95 355.50 Nab base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 144 KRP95 355.62 Nab base, string cut 
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355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 145 KRP95 355.55 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 146 KRP95 355.82 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 147 KRP95 355.33 Nab rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 148 KRP95 355.71 Nab base, string cut 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 149 KRP95 355.30 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 150 KRP95 355.79 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 151 KRP95 355.70 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 152 KRP95 355.83 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 153 KRP95 355.53 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 154 KRP95 355.69 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 155 KRP95 355.74 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 156 KRP95 355. NabER handle 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 157 KRP95 355.36 NabER handle 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 158 KRP95 355.49 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 159 KRP95 355.38 NabER base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 160 KRP95 355.17 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 161 KRP95 355.11 NabER bod 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 162 KRP95 355.51 NabER bod 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 163 KRP95 355.61 NabER bod 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 164 KRP95 355.66 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 165 KRP95 355.32 NabER base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 166 KRP95 355.26 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 167 KRP95 355.42 NabER bod 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 168 KRP95 355.43 NabER bod 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 169 KRP95 355.44 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 170 KRP95 355.67 NabER base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 171 KRP95 355.15 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 172 KRP95 355.121 NabER bod 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 173 KRP95 355.58 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 174 KRP95 355.16 NabER base 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 175 KRP95 355.46 NabER base 
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355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 176 KRP95 355.68 NabER rim 
355 Khirbet el-Batra agricultural village 177 KRP95 355.40 NabER rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 286 MS97.377.59 Nab rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 287 MS97.377.62 Nab base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 288 MS97.377.32 Nab rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 289 MS97.377.28 Nab base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 290 MS97.377.64 Nab bod, 
Dekorphase 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 291 MS97.377.74 Nab bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 292 MS97.377.17 Nab base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 293 MS97.377.71 Nab bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 294 MS97.377.77 Nab rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 295 MS97.377.77 Nab rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 296 MS97.377.26 Nab base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 297 MS97.377.17 Nab base, rouletted 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 298 MS97.377.44 Nab bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 299 MS97.377.23 Nab handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 300 MS97.377.30 Nab base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 301 MS97.377.67 NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 302 MS97.377.78 NabER base, rouletted 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 303 MS97.377.31 NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 304 MS97.377.66 NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 305 MS97.377.58 NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 306 MS97.377.69 NabER rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 307 MS97.377.16 NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 308 MS97.377.68 NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 309 MS97.377.72 NabER rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 310 MS97.377.50 NabER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 311 MS97.377.14 NabER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 312 MS97.377.38 NabER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 313 MS97.377.37 NabER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 314 MS97.377.29 NabER rim w/ neck 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 315 MS97.377.15 NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 316  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 317  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 318  NabER bod, ribbed 
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377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 319  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 320  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 321  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 322  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 323  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 324  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 325  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 326  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 327  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 328  NabER bod,ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 329  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 330  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 331  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 332  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 333  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 334  NabER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 335  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 336  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 337  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 338  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 339  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 340  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 341  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 342  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 343  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 344  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 345  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 346  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 347  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 348  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 349  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 350  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 351  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 352  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 353  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 354  NabER bod 
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377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 355  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 356  NabER bod, ribbed 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 357  NabER rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 358  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 359  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 360  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 361  NabER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 362 MS97.377.13 ER rim w/ handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 363 MS97.377.24 ER rim w/ handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 364 MS97.377.70 ER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 365 MS97.377.55 ER rim w/ handle 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 366 MS97.377.56 ER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 367 MS97.377.63 ER base 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 368 MS97.377.61 ER rim 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 369 MS97.377.39 ER bod 
377 Khirbet Abu-Rukbah watchtower? 370 MS97.377.45 LR rim w/ handle 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  635  ER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  636  ER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  637  ER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  638  ER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  639  ER handle 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  640  LR handle 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  641  LR rim 
377 Khirbet Abu Rukbah  642  ER handle 
399 Dabab  379 MS97.399.43 Nab rim 
399 Dabab  380  NabER rim 
399 Dabab  381 MS97.399.12 NabER base 
399 Dabab  382 MS97.399.55 NabER rim 
399 Dabab  383 MS97.399.55 Nab rim 
399 Dabab  384 MS97.399.10 Nab rim 
399 Dabab  385 MS97.399.56 NabER rim 
399 Dabab  386  NabER rim 
399 Dabab  387 MS97.399.57 NabER rim w/ handle 
399 Dabab  388  NabER base 
399 Dabab  389  NabER bod 
399 Dabab  390  NabER rim w/ handle 
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399 Dabab  391 MS97.399.58 NabER base 
399 Dabab  392  Nab bod 
399 Dabab  393 MS97.399.18 Nab bod, ribbed 
399 Dabab  394 MS97.399.12 NabER bod, ribbed 
399 Dabab  395 MS97.399.24 NabER bod, ribbed 
399 Dabab  396 MS97.399.26 NabER bod 
399 Dabab  397  NabER bod 
399 Dabab  398  NabER bod 
399 Dabab  399  NabER bod 
399 Dabab  400  NabER bod 
399 Dabab  401  NabER bod 
399 Dabab  402  NabER bod, ribbed 
399 Dabab  403  NabER bod, ribbed 
399 Dabab  404  NabER bod, ribbed 
399 Dabab  404 MS97.399.20 NabER bod 
399 Dabab  406 MS97.399.19 ER rim w/ handle 
399 Dabab  407 MS97.399.27 ER base, Eastern Sigillatta 
399 Dabab  408 MS97.399.27 Nab rim 
399 Dabab  409 MS97.399.19 ER bod, ribbed 
399 Dabab  410 MS97.399.11 ER rim 
399 Dabab  411 MS97.399.25 ER/LR rim w/ neck 
399 Dabab  412 MS97.399.37 ER/LR handle 
411   646  Nab base 
411   647  Nab base 
411   648  Nab base 
411   649  Nab base 
411   650  Nab base 
411   651  Nab rim 
411   652  Nab rim 
411   653  Nab handle 
411   654  Nab handle 
411   655  LR base 
411   656  LR rim 
411   657  LR rim 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-  424  Nab partial handle 
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Hseinlyyah 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
425  Nab partial handle 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
426  Nab  
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
427  Nab base 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
428  Nab base 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
429  Nab base, rouletted 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
430  Nab base 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
431  Nab bod 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
432  ER handle 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
433  LR rim 
417 Rujm es-Sakhari/ el-
Hseinlyyah  
434  LR bod 
419 Um Hamat  437  Nab base 
419 Um Hamat  438  Nab 50-20 BCE base 
419 Um Hamat  439  Nab  base 
419 Um Hamat  440  Nab  base 
419 Um Hamat  441  Nab  rim 
419 Um Hamat  442  Nab  rim 
419 Um Hamat  443  Nab  rim 
419 Um Hamat  444  Nab  bod 
419 Um Hamat  445  Nab  bod, ribbed 
419 Um Hamat  446  Nab  bod, ribbed 
419 Um Hamat  447  Nab  bod 
419 Um Hamat  448  ER rim 
419 Um Hamat  449  ER bod, Eastern Sigillatta 
419 Um Hamat  450  ER bod, Eastern Sigillatta 
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419 Um Hamat  451  LR rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 178 KRP95 420.56 ER early 1 cen 
CE 
bod 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 179 KRP95 420.125 Nab rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 180 KRP95 420.135 Nab rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 181 KRP95 420.87 Nab rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 182 KRP95 420.117 Nab rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 183 KRP95 420.117 Nab bod 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 184 KRP95 420.5 Nab bod 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 185 KRP95 420.148 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 186 KRP95 420.50 Nab base, rouletted 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 187 KRP95 420.13 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 188 KRP95 420.111 Nab bod 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 189 KRP95 420.102 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 190 KRP95 420.150 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 191 KRP95 420.68 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 192 KRP95 420.107 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 193 KRP95 420.86 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 194 KRP95 420.118 Nab base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 195 KRP95 420.109 NabER base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 196 KRP95 420.147 NabER base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 197 KRP95 420.113 NabER base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 198 KRP95 420.140 NabER base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 199 KRP95 420.63 NabER base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 200 KRP95 420.106 NabER base 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 201 KRP95 420.43 NabER handle 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 202 KRP95 420.28 NabER handle 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 203 KRP95 420.114 NabER handle 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 204 KRP95 420.22 NabER rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 205 KRP95 420.100 NabER rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 206 KRP95 420.103 NabER rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 207 KRP95 420.70 NabER rim 
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420 Khirbet Nakhl city 208 KRP95 420.47 NabER rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 209 KRP95 420.83 NabER rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 210 KRP95 420.49 NabER rim 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 211 KRP95 420.32 NabER bod, ribbed 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 212 KRP95 420.12 NabER bod, ribbed 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 213 KRP95 420.9 NabER bod, ribbed 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 214 KRP95 420.22 NabER bod 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 215 KRP95 420.119 NabER bod 
420 Khirbet Nakhl city 216 KRP95 420.55 NabER bod 
420 Nakhl city 453 MS97.420.1 Nab bod, Dekorphase 3b 
420 Nakhl city 454  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 455  Nab bod,  
420 Nakhl city 456  Nab bod, Dekorphase 4? 
420 Nakhl city 457  Nab bod, Dekorphase 3a 
420 Nakhl city 458  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 459  Nab rim 
420 Nakhl city 461  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 462  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 463  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 464  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 465  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 466  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 467  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 468  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 469  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 470  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 471  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 472  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 473  Nab rim 
420 Nakhl city 474  Nab rim 
420 Nakhl city 475  Nab rim 
420 Nakhl city 476  Nab handle 
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420 Nakhl city 477  Nab base 
420 Nakhl city 478  Nab handle 
420 Nakhl city 479  Nab handle 
420 Nakhl city 480  Nab handle 
420 Nakhl city 481  Nab handle 
420 Nakhl city 482  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 483  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 484  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 485  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 486  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 487  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 488  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 489  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 490  Nab bod, ribbed 
420 Nakhl city 491  Nab bod, ribbed 
420 Nakhl city 492  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 493  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 494  Nab bod 
420 Nakhl city 495  LR rim 
420 Nakhl city 496  LR rim 
420 Nakhl city 497  LR handle 
420 Nakhl city 498  LR rim 
420 Nakhl city 499  LR rim 
420 Nakhl city 500  LRByz base, string cut 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh 
 219 KRP95 431.30 NabER rim 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh 
 220 KRP95 431.17 NabER base 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh 
 221 KRP95 431.26 NabER rim 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh 
 222 KRP95 431.20 NabER base, rouletted 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh 
 224 KRP95 431.16 ER handle 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh  
511  LRByz handle 
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431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh  
512  Nab base 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh  
513  Nab bod, ribbed 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh  
514  Nab base 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh  
515  LR bod 
431 Kfeir/Khirbet el-
Abdeh  
516  LR rim 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  518  Nab base, rouletted 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  519  Nab rim 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  520  Nab bod 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  521  Nab rim 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  522  LR rim 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  523  LR bod 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  524  LR rim 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  529 MS97.433.1 LR rim 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  530 MS97.433.2 NabEr base 
433 Khirbet esh-Shqeirah  531 MS97.433.3 Nab rim 
436 Mhai city 532 MS97.436.33 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 533 MS97.436.27 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 534 MS97.436.25 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 535 MS97.436.31 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 536 MS97.436.35 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 537 MS97.436.37 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 538 MS97.436.34 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 539 MS97.436.21 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 540 MS97.436.22 Nab bod 
436 Mhai city 541  Nab base, rouletted 
436 Mhai city 542  Nab base 
436 Mhai city 543  Nab rim 
436 Mhai city 544  Nab rim 
436 Mhai city 545  Nab handle 
436 Mhai city 546  NabER base 
436 Mhai city 547  NabER base 
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436 Mhai city 548 MS97.436.39 ER handle 
436 Mhai city 549 MS97.436.26 ER bod 
436 Mhai city 550 MS97.436.32 ER bod 
436 Mhai city 551  LR rim 
436 Mhai city 552  LR rim 
436 Mhai city 553 MS97.436.20 LRByz bod, ribbed 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 559 MS97.441.2 Nab base 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 560  Nab bod 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 561  Nab bod 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 562 MS97.441.1 Nab rim 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 563  Nab rim 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 564  Nab rim 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 565  Nab bod 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 566  Nab bod 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 567  Nab base 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 568 MS97.441.3 NabER base 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 569 MS97.441.6 NabER base 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 570 MS97.441.7 NabER base 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 571 MS97.441.23 NabER base 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 572 MS97.441.12 NabER rim 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 573 MS97.441.4 NabER rim 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 574 MS97.441.10 NabER handle 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 575 MS97.441.26 NabER handle 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 576 MS97.441.24 NabER bod 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 577  NabER bod, ribbed 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 578  NabER bod, ribbed 
441 Qfeiqef watchtower? 579  NabER bod 
445   580  Nab rim w/ partial handle 
445   581  Nab rim 
445   582  Nab rim 
445   583  Nab rim 
445   584  Nab rim 
445   585  Nab rim 
445   586  Nab 100-250s CE 
bod, 
Dekorphase 3c 
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445   587  Nab  base  
445   588  Nab  base  
445   589  Nab  base 
445   590  Nab  base 
445   591  Nab  base 
445   592  Nab  bod 
445   593  Nab  bod 
445   594  Nab  bod 
450  agricultural settlement 595  LR rim 
450  agricultural settlement 596  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 597  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 598  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 599  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 600  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 601  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 602  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 603  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 604  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 605  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 606  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 607  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 608  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 609  Nab bod 
450  agricultural settlement 610  Nab bod 
455  agricultural settlement 611  Nab rim 
455  agricultural settlement 612  Nab rim 
455  agricultural settlement 613  Nab handle 
455  agricultural settlement 614  Nab handle 
455  agricultural settlement 615  Nab bod 
455  agricultural settlement 616  Nab bod 
455  agricultural settlement 617  NabER bod 
455  agricultural settlement 618  LR rim 
455  agricultural settlement 619  LR bod, ribbed  
456  threshing floor? 623  Nab rim 
456  threshing floor? 624  Nab rim 
456  threshing floor? 625  Nab rim 
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456  threshing floor? 626  Nab base 
456  threshing floor? 627  Nab base 
456  threshing floor? 628  Nab base, rouletted 
456  threshing floor? 629  Nab base 
456  threshing floor? 630  Nab base 
456  threshing floor? 631  Nab bod 
456  threshing floor? 632  Nab bod 
456  threshing floor? 633  Nab handle 
458  watchtower? 663  LRByz bod 
458  watchtower? 664  LRByz bod 
458  watchtower? 665  LRByz bod 
458  watchtower? 666  LRByz bod 
458  watchtower? 1348  LRByz bod 
459A Khirbet al Askar  668  Nab rim, Dekorphase 3a 
459A Khirbet al Askar  669  Nab bod, Dekorphase 3a 
459A Khirbet al Askar  670  Nab rim 
459A Khirbet al Askar  671  NabER rim 
459A Khirbet al Askar  672  NabER bod 
459A Khirbet al Askar  673  Nab bod, Dekorphase 3a 
459A Khirbet al Askar  674  NabER bod 
459A Khirbet al Askar  675  Nab bod 
459A Khirbet al Askar  676  NabER bod, ribbed 
459A Khirbet al Askar  677  Nab bod  
459A Khirbet al Askar  678  Nab bod 
459A Khirbet al Askar  679  NabER base 
459A Khirbet al Askar  680  NabER bod  
459J Khirbet el-Askar  699  Nab base 
459J Khirbet el-Askar  700  Nab base 
459J Khirbet el-Askar  701  Nab base 
459J Khirbet el-Askar  702  Nab base 
459J Khirbet el-Askar  703  Nab handle 
459J Khirbet el-Askar  704  ER handle 
459J Khirbet el-Askar  705  LR bod  
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459L Khirbet el-Askar  707  Nab bod  
459L Khirbet el-Askar  708  Nab bod  
459L Khirbet el-Askar  709  Nab bod  
459L Khirbet el-Askar  710  Nab bod  
459L Khirbet el-Askar  711  NabER base 
459L Khirbet el-Askar  713  ER handle 
459L Khirbet el-Askar  712  ER handle 
460G Khirbet el-Askar  729  Nab bod, ribbed 
460G Khirbet el-Askar  730  Nab bod 
460G Khirbet el-Askar  731  ER bod, ribbed 
460G Khirbet el-Askar  732  ER bod, ribbed 
460G Khirbet el-Askar  733  LR bod, ribbed 
460G Khirbet el-Askar  734  LR bod  
460CC Khirbet el-Askar  792  NabER bod, ribbed 
460CC Khirbet el-Askar  793  NabER bod  
460CC Khirbet el-Askar  794  NabER handle 
460CC Khirbet el-Askar  795  LRByz handle 
462  fort 826  Nab base 
462  fort 827  Nab bod 
462  fort 828  Nab bod 
462  fort 829  Nab bod 
462  fort 830  Nab bod 
462  fort 831  Nab bod 
462  fort 832  Nab bod 
462  fort 833  Nab bod 
462  fort 834  Nab bod 
462  fort 835  Nab bod 
462  fort 836  Nab bod 
462  fort 1016  Nab bod  
462  fort 1017  Nab handle 
462  fort 1018 MS01.462.1 NabER rim 
462  fort 1019  Nab base, rouletted 
462  fort 1020  Nab neck 
462  fort 1021  Nab bod 
462  fort 1022  NabER handle 
462  fort 1023  NabER rim? 
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462  fort 1024  LR rim 
462  fort 1025  Nab bod 
462  fort 1026  NabER bod 
462  fort 1027  ER bod 
465  watchtower? 1029  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1030  Nab bod  
465  watchtower? 1031  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1032  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1033  Nab rim 
465  watchtower? 1034  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1035  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1036  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1037  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1038  Nab bod  
465  watchtower? 1039  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1040  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1041  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1042  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1043  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1044  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1045  Nab bod 
465  watchtower? 1046  Nab bod 
475   840  Nab bod 
475   841  Nab bod 
475   842  Nab bod 
475   843  Nab bod 
475   844  Nab bod 
475   845  Nab bod 
475   846  Nab bod 
475   847  Nab bod 
475   848  Nab bod 
475   849  Nab bod 
475   850  Nab bod 
475   851  Nab bod 
475   852  Nab bod 
475   853  Nab bod 
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475   854  Nab bod 
475   855  Nab bod 
475   856  Nab bod 
475   857  Nab bod 
475   858  Nab bod 
475   859  Nab bod 
475   860  Nab bod 
475   861  Nab bod 
475   862  Nab bod 
475   863  Nab bod 
475   864  Nab bod 
475   865  Nab bod 
475   866  Nab bod 
475   867  Nab bod 
475   868  Nab bod 
475   869  Nab bod 
475   870  Nab bod 
475   871  Nab bod 
475   872  Nab bod 
475   873  Nab bod 
475   874  Nab bod 
475   875  Nab bod 
475   876  Nab bod 
476  watchtower 877  Nab bod,  
476  watchtower 878  Nab bod 
476  watchtower 879  Nab bod 
476  watchtower 880  Nab bod 
476  watchtower 881  Nab bod 
476  watchtower 882  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 883  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 884  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 885  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 886  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 887  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 888  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 889  NabER bod 
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476  watchtower 890  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 891  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 892  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 893  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 894  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 895  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 896  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 897  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 898  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 899  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 900  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 901  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 902  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 903  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 904  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 905  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 906  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 907  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 908  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 909  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 910  LREbyz bod 
476  watchtower 911  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 912  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 913  NabER bod 
476  watchtower 914  LR bod 
476  watchtower 915  LR bod 
476  watchtower 915  NabER bod 
481   1049  NabER bod 
481   1050  NabER bod 
481   1051  NabER bod 
481   1052  NabER bod 
481   1053  NabER bod 
481   1054  NabER bod 
481   1055  NabER bod 
481   1056  NabER bod 
481   1057  NabER bod 
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481   1058  NabER bod 
481   1059  NabER bod 
481   1060  NabER rim 
481   1061  NabER rim 
481   1062  LR rim 
482   1063 MS01.482.1 ER handle 
482   1064  Nab rim? 
482   1065  Nab rim? 
482   1066  Nab rim 
482   1067  Nab rim 
482   1068  NabER handle 
482   1069  NabER bod 
482   1070  NabER bod 
482   1071  NabER bod 
482   1072  NabER bod 
482   1073  NabER bod 
482   1074  NabER bod 
482   1075  NabER bod 
482   1076  LR handle 
482   1077  LRByz bod 
482   1078  LRByz bod 
482   1079  LRByz bod 
482   1080  LRByz bod 
485  watchtower? 1083  Nab base 
485  watchtower? 1084  NabER bod 
485  watchtower? 1085  NabER bod 
485  watchtower? 1086  NabER bod 
485  watchtower? 1087  NabER bod 
485  watchtower? 1088  NabER bod 
486  watchtower? 1089  NabER bod 
486  watchtower 1090  NabER bod 
486  watchtower 1091  NabER bod 
486  watchtower 1092  NabER bod 
486  watchtower 1093  NabER bod 
486  watchtower 1094  NabER rim 
486  watchtower 1143  Nab rim 
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489 Qusayr Bir Zeit watchtower 1095  Nab bod 
489 Qusayr Bir Zeit watchtower 1096  Nab bod 
489 Qusayr Bir Zeit watchtower 1097  Nab bod 
489 Qusayr Bir Zeit watchtower 1098  Nab bod 
489 Qusayr Bir Zeit watchtower 1099  Nab bod 
489 Qusayr Bir Zeit watchtower 1100  Nab bod 
490  water storage 1101  NabER rim 
490  water storage 1102  NabER base 
490  water storage 1103  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1104  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1105  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1106  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1107  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1108  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1109  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1110  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1111  NabER bod 
490  water storage 1112  NabER bod 
491  watchtower 1113  Nab handle 
491  watchtower 1114  Nab base 
491  watchtower 1115  Nab bod 
491  watchtower 1116  Nab bod 
491  watchtower 1117  Nab bod 
491  watchtower 1118  Nab bod 
491  watchtower 1119  Nab bod 
491  watchtower 1120  Nab bod 
491  watchtower 1121  LRByz bod 
492  water storage 1122  ER handle 
492  water storage 1123  ER bod 
492  water storage 1124  ER bod 
492  water storage 1125  ER bod 
492  water storage 1126  ER bod 
492  water storage 1127  ER bod 
492  water storage 1128  ER bod 
492  water storage 1129  ER bod 
492  water storage 1130  ER bod 
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492  water storage 1131  ER bod 
492  water storage 1132  ER bod 
492  water storage 1133  ER bod 
492  water storage 1134  ER bod 
492  water storage 1135  ER bod 
492  water storage 1136  ER bod 
492  water storage 1137  ER bod 
492  water storage 1138  ER bod 
492  water storage 1139  ER bod 
492  water storage 1140  ER bod 
492  water storage 1142  ER? rim 
497  watchtower? 1144  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1145  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1146  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1147  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1148  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1149  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1150  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1151  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1152  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1153  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1154  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1155  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1156  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1157  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1158  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1159  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1160  LRByz bod 
497  watchtower? 1161  LRByz bod 
499  water storage 1162  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1163  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1164  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1165  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1166  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1167  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1168  NabER bod 
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499  water storage 1169  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1170  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1171  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1172  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1173  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1174  NabER bod 
499  water storage 1175  NabER bod 
503   1180 1 Nab rim 
503   1181  Nab bod 
503   1182  Nab bod 
503   1183  Nab bod 
503   1184  Nab bod 
503   1185  Nab bod 
503   1186  Nab bod 
503   1187  Nab bod 
503   1188  Nab bod 
503   1189  Nab bod 
503   1190  Nab bod 
503   1191  Nab bod 
503   1192  Nab bod 
503   1193  Nab bod 
503   1194  Nab bod 
503   1195  Nab bod 
503   1196  Nab bod 
503   1197  Nab bod 
503   1198  Nab bod 
503   1199  Nab handle 
506   1200  NabER bod 
506   1201  NabER bod 
506   1202  LRByz bod 
506   1203  Nab bod 
506   1204 MS01.506.1 NabER rim 
509  water storage 1210  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1211  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1212  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1213  NabER bod 
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509  water storage 1214  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1215  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1216  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1217  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1218  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1219  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1220  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1221  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1222  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1223  NabER bod 
509  water storage 1224  NabER rim? 
509  water storage 1225  NabER rim 
509  water storage 1226  NabER rim 
509  water storage 1227  NabER rim 
512   1231  Nab rim 
512   1232  NabER rim 
512   1233  NabER bod 
512   1234  NabER bod 
512   1235  NabER bod 
512   1236  NabER bod 
512   1237  NabER bod 
512   1238  NabER bod 
512   1239  NabER bod 
512   1240  NabER bod 
512   1241  NabER bod 
512   1242  NabER bod 
512   1243  NabER bod 
512   1244  NabER bod 
512   1245  NabER bod 
512   1246  NabER bod 
512   1247  NabER bod 
512   1248  NabER bod 
512   1249  NabER bod 
512   1250  NabER bod 
512   1251  NabER bod 
512   1252  NabER bod 
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512   1253  NabER bod 
512   1254  NabER bod 
512   1255  NabER bod 
512   1256  NabER bod 
512   1257  NabER bod 
512   1258  NabER bod 
512   1259  NabER bod 
512   1260  NabER bod 
512   1261  NabER bod 
512   1262  NabER bod 
512   1263  NabER bod 
512   1264  NabER bod 
512   1265  NabER bod 
512   1266  NabER bod 
512   1267  NabER bod 
512   1268  NabER bod 
512   1269  NabER bod 
512   1270  NabER bod 
512   1271  NabER bod 
512   1272  NabER bod 
512   1273  NabER bod 
512   1274  NabER bod 
512   1275  NabER bod 
512   1276  NabER bod 
512   1277  NabER bod 
512   1278  NabER bod 
513   1279 MS01.513.1 Roman rim 
513   1280 MS01.513.2 LR rim 
513   1281  Nab rim? 
513   1282  NabER handle 
513   1283  Nab bod 
513   1284  Nab handle 
513   1349  Nab bod 
515  watchtower 1287  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1288  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1289  NabER bod 
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515  watchtower 1290  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1291  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1292  NabER base 
515  watchtower 1293  NabER rim 
515  watchtower 1294  NabER rim 
515  watchtower 1295  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1296  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1297  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1298  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1299  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1300  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1301  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1302  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1303  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1304  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1305  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1306  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1307  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1308  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1309  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1310  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1311  NabER handle 
515  watchtower 1312  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1313  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1314  NabER base 
515  watchtower 1315  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1316  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1317  NabER bod 
515  watchtower 1318  Nab rim 
515  watchtower 1319  Nab rim 
515  watchtower 1320  ER rim 
515  watchtower 1321  Nab rim, Dekorphase 3a 
515  watchtower 1322  Nab rim, Dekorphase 3b 
515  watchtower 1323  NabER rim 
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515  watchtower 1324  NabER rim 
515  watchtower 1325  NabER rim 
515  watchtower 1326  NabER rim 
515  watchtower 1328  Nab base 
515  watchtower 1329  Nab bod 
515  watchtower 1330  Nab bod 
515  watchtower 1331  Nab bod  
515  watchtower 1332  Nab rim 
515  watchtower 1333 MS01.515.1.1 LR rim 
519   1338  Nab bod  
519   1339  Nab bod  
519   1340  NabER bod  
519   1341  NabER bod  
519   1342  NabER bod  
519   1343  NabER bod  
519   1344  NabER bod  
519   1345  NabER bod  
519   1346  NabER bod  
519   1347  NabER handle  
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Appendix II 
 
Site Breakdown According to Pottery Periods
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Plate  1 Sites Where Nabataean Pottery Was Collected 
88 515 
206 519 
207 
259 
270 
278 
316 
353 
355 
377 
399 
417 
419 
420 
431 
433 
436 
441 
445 
450 
455 
456 
459A 
459J 
459L 
460G 
462 
465 
475 
476 
482 
485 
489 
490 
491 
496 
503 
506 
509 
513 
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Plate  2 Sites Where Nabataean/Early Roman Pottery Was Collected 
88 
89 
207 
259 
270 
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Plate  3 Sites Where Early Roman Pottery Was Collected 
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Plate  4 Sites Where Late Roman Pottery Was Collected 
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Plate  5 Sites Where Late Roman/Byzantine Pottery Was Collected 
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Appendix III 
Site Breakdown According to Pottery Type Collected
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Plate  6 Sites Where Nabataean Painted Fine Ware Was Collected 
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Plate  7 Sites Where Nabataean Unpainted Fine Ware Was Collected 
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Sites where Eastern Sigillatta Was Collected 
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Appendix IIII 
Pottery Drawings and Description 
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Plate 8 Nabataean Pottery Sherds 65 and 67 
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Plate 9 Nabataean Pottery Sherds 242 and 531
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Plate  10 Nabataean Pottery Sherds 1231 and 1281 
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Plate 11 Nabataean Pottery SHerds 68 and 62 
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 Plate 12 Nabataean/Early Roman Pottery Sherd 
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Plate 13 Early Roman Pottery 
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Plate 14 Late Roman Pottery Sherd
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